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Thursday with little
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is the prediction.
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American boundary into Mexico
through their channels of commerce
today was extended to bocn the forces
of the Huerta government and the
constitutionalists.
BY
Instructions went forth to custom
agents and army officers n the border, notifying them of the proclamation by President Wilson raising the
embargo on arms.
The border patrol insofar a it has
MERICO CiTY PUBLICATIONS COM been preventing ths smuggling of
arms, may now relax its vigilance to
MENT WITH VENOM ON THE
v
some extent, though its services etill
RAISING OF EMBARGO
will be required to prevent marauding
bands from crossing the International
IS CAUSE line, or to keep armed combatants
COMMERCIALISM
from moving back and forth from one
coflntry into the other."
THEY DECLARE AMERICAN ARMS
The constitutionalfsts hold most of
INCITED
MANUFACTURERS
the customs houses on the Mexican
side of the International line. The
THE ACTION
federals still '.occupy such points as
Nuevo Laredo and Piedras Negras,
UNITED STATES1TIZENS SAFE but the constitutionalists now can
ship arms without molestation through
to Matamoras, from
THERE IS NO DISPOSITION ON Brownsville, Tex,
Tex., to Ojinaga, from El
Presidio,
PART OF PEOPLE OF THE
Paso to Juarez, as well as at euch
CAPITAL TO HARM THEM
important points1 as Douglas and

YILSON'S MOTIVE

FIVE MEN KILLED MILITARY

I

PAPERS

seven-colum-

AT KELL1HER,
MINN, IS BURNED DURING
THE NIGHT
;

SEVERAL

.

business1."
The article in El Pais continues:

"The humanitarianism of President
Wilson has been put aside to make
way for mercenary motives. The
worthy Yankee believes that everyto
thing in life should be
lars and cents. He could not bear to
eee such a propitious opportunity pass
without giving us what he surely believes to be a decisive blow. To accumulate in our territory the elements
of destruction is a labor which will
eoon facilitate American meddling
with our affairs.
"It is the first step of the Yankees
toward our frontier. Afterwards will
The phantom
come intervention.
grows more distinct beyond the Rio
Grande."
El Pais then calls on the Mexican
people to have faith in the gooti Mexicans and the government of General
Huerta, declaring:
"The triumph which will crown his
efforts will be not only a triumph
over the revolution but another and
more important one, because America
as far south as Tierra Del Fuego will
ling with the hymn of victory iand
right over Yankee rapacity. The only
thing that President Wilson will accomplish will be to place in bold relief the figure of Victoriano Huerta,
who, thanks to Yankee Intrigues,
today on tr.rs continent the
eoul of the honest Latin race."
El Imparcial, under the headline
"President Wilson declares himself
barefacedly and opprobriously the ac'
complice of bandits," says:
"We can hardly credit the news
that the Yankee go
permits
the passage of arms to" the villains of
Villa, who rob, burn and assassinate.
It is unbelievable that a cultured people under the influence of a headstrong functionary should become the
accomplices of such a horde of outsym-bollsi-

laws.

"It appears impossible that President Wilson can be a man devoid of
conscience or shame. If the American people approve the studendous
measure of the White House it will
deserve the execration of all honorable nations."
Order Is Us'.-eWashington, Feb. 4. The right, to
eh!p arms and ammunition across the
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MISSING

THE TOLL OF DEATH MAY REACH
A CONSIDERABLY

HIGHER

'

FINE FOR SMUGGLERS
New York, February 4. Lucius N.

Littauer, a former congressman, and
0
his brother, William, were fined
each and sentenced to six months
in' jail today for smuggling.
The court, however, suspended sentence as to the jail penalty. The
brothers had admitted bringing Into
this country, without paying duty,
valuable jewels purchased in Venice
and intended for gifts for William
Littauer's wife.
In suspending the Jail sentence,
Judge Thomas warned the offenders
that this would not be his policy in
the future.
The Littauers were paroled in the
custody of their counsel. The stay
of sentence means that the court wHl
watch their conduct for five years and
the jail penalty will nang over them
during that time. Their fines were
$1,-00-

,

paid

'!

promptly.
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Fl REWORKS FACTORY 'CATCHES
FIRE; DETONATIONS FRIGHTEN WHOLE CITY

Denver, Colo., Feb. 4. Four persons were injured, one seriously, by
an explosion and, fire that damaged
the plant of the Western Fireworks
company, 1844 Lawrence (street, here
today. Timely arrival of the fire deflames from
partment prevented
spreading to the warehouse in the
rear, where were stored large quantiThe detonation
ties of explosives.
caused occupants of nearby buildings
to rush excitedly into the streets.
The injured are:
ARTHUR BURGESON, serious.
C. W. PARADICra.

WAYNE ABBOTT.
GEORGE THOMAS.

CITY EDITION,

is

EVIDENT

president of the Armour car

NO HOPE TO

RISI OOF
m

lines,

to answer questions asked by interrela-

tive to the business done by his
The clash between the car line e
clash betwetn the car line ofcommerce
ficial and the interstate
:S REQUESTS FOR PARTY GOES ON RECORD AS NOT commission came in the inquiiy by PERUVIANS CAPTURE THE
COURT DC
the commission - into private car
FAVORING THE SUFFRAGE v
HABEAS CORPUS WRITS AT
CUTIVE IN AN ATTACK

'

OFFER

TRINIDAD

FOUR CASES

lines.

AMENDMENT"

INVCLVEO

ARE

QUARTETTE OF MEN ARE HELD
UNDER CHARGES OF CAUS-

TOTAL

ING DISTURBANCES

SAYS THE MATTER OF THE BALLOT IS TO BE DECIDED
BY

ON PALACE

?

The petition recites that because of
evidence given, the commission con
cluded that it was its duty to inquire THEY
WILL
EEFCHT
isto the relations of the private car
lines and the packing company, to
determine whether concessions In DR. AUGUSTO DURAND, AN
rates were being given and received.
EXPECTS TO ASSUME
'
THE OFFICE
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UNION MEN IN COLORADO HAVE
FAITH

FROM THE COLD

IN

CONGRESSIONAL

INVESTIGATION

Kel-lihe- r.

Indianapolis, Irid., Feb. 4. Interna
tional officers of the United Mine
Workers of America today began
shaping their affairs fn preparation to
attend the 'joint conference of miners
and operators at Philadelphia next
Tuesday, when negotiations for a new
wage contract will be started. The
new scale will replace the agreement
now in- effect in Illinois; Indiana;
Ohio and western Pennsylvania, and
which expires April 1 next.
The- - miners have adopted a recom
mendation that there be no suspension of work at the mines in case the
conference should fail to reach an
agreement by April 1. President
White proposed that if it were found
impossible to reach an agreement and
the negotiations were broken off, the
miners should go on strike and not
merely suspend work.

IS

0I1LD

FIRE

border will be- - issued by the war de missing and 13 were seriously injured
are as the result of a fire which last
partment unless arrangements
night destroyed the new three story
frame building at Kelliher, 40 miles
(Continued 'on Page Four)
north of here. The dead:
ODIN MIKKELSON, 53, clerk,

IF OPERATORS FAIL TO ACCEPT
THEIR TERMS THEY WILL
DECLARE A STRIKE

TO MAKE HIM TALK
Feb. 4. The
United
Chicago,
States district court was asked today to compel Frederick W. Ellis, vice

state commerces commissioners

No orders for the withdrawal of
Bemiudji, Minn., Feb. 4. Five men
the United States troops from the are known to be dead, several are

DSFEND WORK

.BIGHT DEMOCRATS HAVE

TO ARREST

A HOTEL

NEW STRUCTURE

No-gale-

MINERS WILL NOT

'

4, 1914.

,

ATTACKED

Mexico 'City, Feb. 4. The raising of
the embargo on arms by the United
States brought down columns of newspaper malediction on the head of
President Wilson today. The city, however, gave no evidence of hostility toward American residents. The patrols
on the streets were doubled during
the night as a precaution, but today
there was no sign of apprehension on
the part of the Mexican authorities
that disorders would occur.
"President Wilson has dropped the
false mask of the puritan and declared himself the friend and protector of the rebels," is the
headline placed by EI Pals over its
account of President Wilson's action
in raising the embargo on arms and
munitions of war. rne newspaper
declares that President Wilson's motive, while alleged to be based on high
pretexts of neutrality, originates realIt conly in commercial .interests.
tinues:
"It was known that even European
and Japanese factories were turning
out war material for ths Mexican government. Several establishments in
the United States were dissatisfied
and brought pressure to beat on the
government at Washington to put an
end to the embargo and block their

FEBRUARY

WEDNESDAY,

GABRIEL SHOBERG, 32, Kelliher.
CHARLES LARSON, Kelliher.
N. PRATT, farmer.
MIKE McQUINN, Deer River, Minn.

Trinidad, Colo., Feb. 4. The. right
of the military authorities, to arrest
and detain individuals in connection
with strike disorders was upheld by
Judge A. W. Mcfleudrie of the Third
judicial district in a ruling handed
down here this afternoon in which a
petition for a writ of habeas corpus
in the case of James Davis, marshal
of Aguilar, was denied.
A similar ruling was made in the
case of Albert Hill, Robert McGuire,
and Antonio Lament, officials of the
of America,
United Mine A ork-erwho are also held as military prison-

The fire started from the furnace.
Nearly all of those who escaped did
so by jumping from the windows. The ers.
thermometer registered 17 degrees
Hill, McCu io .nd Davis were arrested by tae military authorities
below zero, and there was consequentfollowing the action of the military
ly much suffering.
commission which investigated strike
disorders in the vicinity of Aguilar
DEAD
NAVY SURGEON
and which, in a formal finding, chargNew York, Feb. 4. Dr. Daniel C. ed the three men with being impliLogue, former surgeon of the Moni- cated in some of ti;e outbreaks. Steps
tor and believed to be the last sur- to secure
a e..and that of
vivor of the famous battle with the Antonio Lamu;
i
held;
rgauiiror
Merrimac, is dead at his home in for pie-.- t r n
by cowji.-.-Bellmore, L. I. He was born in
county,- New" York,"'JJin
Arguments m ue. petitions occu1S32.
pied thre davs and were concluded
Saturday night, since when Judge
has held the cases under advisement.
PREACHER WILL FACE
In announcing the ruling of the
court, Judge McIIendrie held that
CHARGE OF i UNBELIEF the cases are a parallel of the Moyer
case in all essential principles.
"The differences are technical, unREV. CHARLES AKEO DECLARES
important and do not affect in any
THAT CHRIST WAS NOT
way the underlying legal principles
DIVINt
found in each of the cases," he said.
was
Counsel for the prisoners
San Francisco, Feb. 4. When the
30 days in which to file a
granted
Rev. Charles F. Aked, a clergyman bill of
exceptions.
of international
renown, formerly
Lawson Issues Statement
pastor of the Fifth Avenue Baptist
The claims of the United Mine
church, New York, takes the chair Workers of America for recognition
February 13, next, as president of the of all charges of the union concernChurch Federation of San Francisco,
conditions and the rights involvas chairman of the exe- ing
and
ed in the Colorado coal strike will
cutive committee of the federation, be
upheld by the findings of the conhe will be called to rule on a cominvestigation, is the belief
gressional
munication from the .Presbyterian of John Lawson, international board
Ministers' association of the San
member, in a statement made this
Francisco Bay cities, asking for his
i
..ri.u.!
of morning.
'
resignation as president because
Lawson is directing the work of
unorthodox utterances from the pulpreparing evidence to be laid before
of the First Congregational
pit
the committee in this district and will
church last Sunday.
remain in the district court until the
Dr. Aked said he did not adhere
opens here. A great mass of
to and would not support the doc- inquiry
is being arranged by the
testimony
trine of the immaculate conception miners for
presentation, according to
and birth of Christ.
the local leaders.
"My conclusion upon this question,"
he announced "is that the faith of
Mark and John and James and Paul f,!AN WHO BOUGHT A
is good enough for me. It is good
Christian. These
enough for. any
men say nothing' about Jesus having
some into the wora in a miraculous
way. I prefer to stand with them.
WITH
TOGETHER
What do we mean by saying He was WILLETTy
IS SENTENCED
TO
CASSIDY,
of
a
is
divine? It
quantity
question
NEW YORK PRISON
and not of quality. There is divinity
in us, but so much more in Iliiu that
New York, Feb. 4. Joseph Cassidy,
PerI prefer to call Him divine.
democratic boss of Queens
former
haps it would be better to speak of
the divineness of man and the divin county, and William Willett, a former
congressman, were sentenced today
ity of Christ".
to serve a year and six months in
Ping ftiug prison and to pay $1,000
SUFFRAGETTES CAUSE FIRES
fine.
4.
Two
Glasgow, Scotland, Feb.
Units T. Willett was convicted of
destructive fires, the work of suffragpaying a jirHws to Csssidy for a suettes, caused heavy damage today in preme court nomination. William was
the neighborhood of Perlshire, vil- the
lage of Corarie, famous for its Druid-ica- l
and Roman ruins. The first fire,
WILSON IS HOPEFUL
of
discovered in a drawing room
Aberviilo ensile, was extinguished afWashington, Feb. 4. President Wilter a number of vatunble pictures and son today telegraphed to Jlwiry Vol-msome ancient furniture bad betiu deof Davenport, la., caiidb'titc iov
that
The second blaze destroyed congress in. the Second dMtf
stroyed.
ould
the "House of Ross" with all its con-- . be hoped the 'administration
.
be sustained in the election.
tii-;- .
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Washington, Feb. 4. Divorce with
FAVOES SELF G0VEE1IENT the right to remarry would be pro- FCFOLACfc
IS
rir
hibited forever in the United ' States
in all places under the nation's juris
DECLARES HIS PARTY ALWAYS
SOLDIERS KEEP CITIZENS FROM
diction by an amendment to the fed
BY FIRING
HAS ADHERED TO THIS
GATHERING
eral constitution proposed today by
PRINCIPLE
VOLLEYS
Senator Ransdell of Louisiana. Enactf
ment of uniform marriage laws for
Washington, Feb. 4. The, demo all states and territories, with provi
Lima, Peru, Feb. 4. The president
cratic party was formally placed on sion for separation without permis of the republic of Peru, Guillermo
record today as- opposed to national sion to remarry, would be directed Billinghurst, was taken prisontr to
the amendment.
Th'
day by military revolutionists.
legislation conferring the right of suf-- by
lebels attacked the presidential palrage on women, toy Majority Leader
ace this morning under the leadership
Underwood on the floor of the house.
Lenroot injected IlEIIOSIAL TO HEROES
General Enof Colonel Benavides.
Representative
ed he believed, with the party, that
rique Varela, premier and minister
the suffrage question was for the
OF THE WIRELESS of war, was killed in the fight whlh
ensued.
states and not the national government to determine.
Dr. Augusto Durand, a former revoLenjrott injected NEW YORKERS TO REMEtvlBER lutionary leader, took possesion of
Represenljalti
the question into the house debate by
PHILLIPS OF THE TITANIC
the palace. The attack on the palFIRST
ace began at 4:30 o'clock in the mornasking Mr. Underwood if he would
use his influence to have reported a
ing. Inhabitants of Lima ran into the
New York, Feb. 4. Work will be streets, alarmed by the firing.
Solresolution for a suffrage committee,
an action which the democratic cau- begun soon according to W. L. Bot- - diers were ordered to fire volleys incus had refused to take.
tomley, architect, on . a memorial to 'the air in order o prevent lh
use his influ- fountain at the base of the Barge of formation of crowds in the streets,
"Will
ence that the resolution be reported fice tower in Battery Park to the and they kept tho
peowireless ple moving from place to place, A
so the house may vote on it?" de- memory to Jack Phillips,
operator of the Titanic and others of civilian bystander was killed ,ty a
manded Mr. Lenroot.
"I will not," replied Mr. Under- his craft who lost their lives at sea bullet
wood, "because I am not in favor of heroically doing their duty.
President Billinghurst was later a
" f"
it If there is one principle my party The names of wireless operators to
in
by the
j
stands for, it is local self government. the inscribed are, fur the present: CVilaa
' a i i ' j
: t
i
If there is one single question that Jack
Phillips,
steamship Titanic, t"at into ,
.i I
ibr denwrf! ic jpprty- m comiriH'p'l to April 15, 1912, AUfmfie Ocear.; S.
it is that the franchise should be u
i '
cans, Jctnuarj 7, I0!'!, 1 j i: c o i ,
trolled bv the individual states."
I.
i
t's
tt
lit
Donald Campbell, Perkins, steamship Injghur
State of California, August 18, 1913,
basis. His scheme for doing this inPacific ocean; Ferdinand J. Kuehn,
TAKCET
II
the
volved
strictest
economics
steamship Monroe, January 30, i014,
the public service and natthroughout
,
Sczecha-nekAtlantic ocean; Stephen F.
urally proved unpopular, particularly
ETH LOW'S BELIEF
steamship Pere Marquette, Sepsaw their
tember 9, 1910, Lake Michigan; George among office holders, who
salaries and estimates pruned with
C. Eccles, steamship Ohio, August 2G,
a merciless hand.
HE TELLS: THE CONGRESSIONAL
1909, Pacific ocean.
At the end of last year congress reCOMMITTEE OF DEFECTS
fused to vole the budget and PresiIN TRUST BILLS
A MILITIAMAN DEAD
Trinidad, Colo., Feb. 4. Olat Chris- - dent Billinghurst issued a decree de- Washington, Feb. 4. "You have hit tlanson, a private of Company L, Sec claring that the old estimates wouU
the bull's eye, but ifs the wrong tar- ond
Colorado
National remain in force till the end of 1914.
infantry,
Petitions from many of the prov- -'
get," Seth Low, president of the Na- Guard, died suddenly this morning at
tional Civic Federation, told the the military camp at Aguilar. Brain inces were presented to the pre&ider.t
house judiciary committee today, dis- fever is given as the cause, Chris- asking for the dissoration of the contiansen's home was at Fowler. This gress, but all the political parties opcussing pending trust bills.
The definitions of forbidden combi- is the first death to occur among tho posed this step as unconstitutional.
nations proposed, he said, would in- militia since the - state troops have President Billinghurst is the son of
an Englishman, but was born in Peru.
clude labor unions, farmers
been in the strike zone.
Mis mother was a Peruvian. Ho is
associations and preliminary rate
A LIFE SENTENCE
about 55 years old. la 1S6S his fathconferences by railways traffic agents
now approved by the interstate com4. A er was drowned in a,
Feb.
tidal wave,
Heilbronn, Germany,
Laborers were life sentence in an asylum for the Young Billinghurst was educated irs
merce commission.
entitled to combine for better wages criminal insane was pronounced here Peruvian schools and was a brilliant
and hours, Mr. Low contended, al- today on the school teacher, John scholar.
though combination such as boyects Wagner, who on September 5, after
He wrote several Books In his early
which affected interstate trade should setting fire to the village of Mueh- - manhood.
He took an active part iu
be forbidden.
He feared any effort lenhausen, Wuertemburg, murdered the war between Peru end Chile ami
to define the prohibitions of the Sher- his wife and four children and after later became mayor of Lima, the en fiman act would weasen that statute. wards shot 26 villagers, killing ten of lial. He became president in Sipt-be- r,
"'.
Louis D. Brandies told the house them.
1912.
commerce committee that commercial
Dr. Augusto Durand, who
today
crimes were an effect, not a cause,
seized tho government, has lei sevTO BE : eral revolutions in Peru. He
and that legislation should prevent NEW
fought
offenses, as it would be difficult to
Far,!--In IftttS ant!
Irpc:!,-l,nfix the personal guilt
SFRVFO FPO'5
against Pre b ut I e ilia in l;
"If an officer of a corporation knew
A'trr lis f 'o i ?!
he would be punished, he would
' ti
ed and had su
himself," commented Chairman CALIFORNIA BANKERS MAKE UP tT i
V
"Crush the corporation
Adamson.
LIST CF STATES FOR RE.
i to C
Durard
and the same scoundrel would start
i to
e
SERVE DISTRICT
l i
!;;!!
another of the same kind."
t t t - if i C! i
Los Anseles, Feb.
Calernment.
AMERICANS ARE RELEASED
if ni a bcinluMb tUil S k a-Dr rit- - 1
Mexico Cify, Feb. 4. Officials of
and Houston of the laclf ral re- to be tne
the American embassy were success- st
ot u,i a'ion tun It t t it
t i
ful last night in their efforts to ob- they fdo el the ts i
nut t.f a
tain the release of Miss Victoria Hast rt ion il re-- ne In
i n
i
woman, (i (O tor t
ings, an American news-papef ii evi i
and Mr, Wallace, a newspaper pho- l oi i a, Oie on "U i j
ii
tographer, who had been arrested L lab,, Armna and N,:w ;::
here. Miss Hastings- was ordered to
in! f i want a i i'
f '
A
appear before the authorities here bat l ,t '
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ENGLAND SENDS CHALLENGE
Britain' r
London Feb. 4. Groat
challmge for the Dwl;'.ht F. Davis in
lawn tennis trophy, won
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743,9992. 'an Increase of .12.6 per
cent of the total during the same
period of time in 1912, which was
The investigators found
659,591.
that while 376,247 go to Brooklyn every 24 hours only 3otf,745 return to
The question which is
Manhattan.
now confronting the traffic experts
is.
What do the other 9,503 do?
A Remarkable Blind Woman
In all New York there Is probably
no more remarkable figure than
1

i

iaauuiunubuuuiii
uCOURAGES

01!
THAN

MORE
IN

Ah
INVESTED
LOANS IN

$?,50O,t)O0

EIGHTY-NIN- E

with such an extraordinary sense of
touch that she is now able to earn
mort
Now York, Feb. 4 That the
her
living as a proofreader on a maggage imirket hag started to return to
for the blind. A clasp of the
azine
its old form was evidenced several
hand is all the introduction she re$5,a
of
the
days ago by
recording
instant recognition .there000,000 mortgage by a large building quires for
Those
after.
unacquainted with lanThe
corporation.
general opinion
of the blind comand
guages
signs
prevails that investors who have been
her
with
municate
freely by writing
their
money and receiving
saving
small returns will taue advantage of on her palms. Her proofreading of
the opportunities to obtain safe mort blind character composition is of
errors
gages that will pay them 5 to 5H per course done by finger touch,
on which
noted
typewriter
being
by
oent A recent investigation shows
that during one week 89 mortgages she is proficient And other accomare hers. Her musical
totaling $7,652,309 wwe filed inMan-batta- plishments
is
regarded as remarkable
perception
S3
over
an
Increase
of
being
other powers. By plac-iii- 3
all
her
beyond
the amount filed during the corresher hands upon instruments
1913.
Of
these
in
ponding period
transactions 33 amounted to $5,23,712 while playing she can instantly re
at 6 per cent, seven for $985,000 at cognize familiar tunes and also, guidwords of
28 for $1,207,100 at 5 per cent ed by the vibrations, recite
music.
She
the
time
with
in
songs
The total number of mortgages filed
in the Bronx during the same period also dances well, but needs the guidance of one who can hear the music.
was 64 for $479,773 of which
amounted to $139,633 at 6 per cent, Miss McGirr. was not born either
aine for $174,500 at 54 per cent, 14 blind or deaf, but at the age of ten
for $93,440 at 5 per cent, and one for was strickon as the result of terrible
'blizzard.
$1,000 at unusual rates. Brooklyn's exposure in a
Stream Found
For&otten
327
total amounted to
mortgages for
In the lums of
water
for
$1,292,372, 158 of which were for
Hunting
$461,786 at 6 per cent, 86 for $938,400 New York with the old fashioned
at 5 per cent, and 65 for $354,976 witch hazel switch is a new kind of
at 5 per cent Since January 1, 18 adventure. It was tried the otner
motgages aggregating $9,295,076 have day by a party of investigators who
been filed in Manhattan. In the wanted to learn whether, the hazel
Bronx 154 mortgages totaling $1,158,-68- wand or "divining rod", which has
have been recorded, and in had its skeptics and defenders for the
Brooklyn 675 mortgages for $2,418,574. last hundred years, would really work
under strictly modern conditions. The
People Vanish Into Brookly n
According to the report issued re remarkable part of the business was
cently by the public service commis that it did work. Charles Kellogg, a
sion there are 3,468,230 people who Californian who has had remarkable
go from Manhattan to Brooklyn via success in the use of the green rod,
the four bridges which connect the has made a careful study of the questwo boroughs, annually who apparent tion had worked out a theory of how
ly never return. In other words 9r it all happens, did the trick. He cut
503 persons vanish into Brooklyn ev a
hazel wand In Central
a double switch as
24
such
shows
The
that
hours.
Park,
report
ery
just
during 24 hours 313,347 persons pass the "water man" In any country disover Williamsburg bridge, 306,815 over trict would get, and started out. The
Brooklyn bridge, 78,9(0 over Queens- - wand dipped for him several times in
boro bridge, and 43.8M0 over Manhat the park, each time at a point where
tan bridge. The total for all bridges the park attendants knew there was

5.

,
The Greatest
riodern Educator
Of Children
!

-

.

her recent tour

of America included Battle Creek, the great
Pure Food Center, in her itinerary.
Speaking of diet for children she made the following statement (in the Chicago Daily
Journal of Dec. 31, 1913):

"Coffee a.nd tea should never
be pierced within. rea.ch of a.

childish hand."
Besides being an educator, Madame Montessori is a physician, and bases this advice on her scientific knowledge that an
ordinary cup of coffee contains about 2V& grains of caffeine a
poisonous drug, also foundin tea).
In these days of liberal education the average American par-- ;
eut is becoming informed concerning the baneful effects of tea
and coffee drinking, not only on the youth, but on those further
along in 'He.

the children

How much better to place before
too) a wholesome, nutritous, pure

food-drin-

Z3

ffl)

j

k

it JjJ

(and older

such as

j'jj

Made only of prime whole wheat and a small percent of pure
molasses, Postum contains only the rich native value of the
grain good for young and old. Postum is free from caffeine or
other harmful substance.
'

Postum comes

In two

forms:

Regular Postum must be well boiled to bring out its rich
flavor and food value. 15c and 25c packages.
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Old Wounds Often Bother Curious Device Used in Tin
of Cornwall, England.
Many Years After.

Canyon-Lik- e

Mines

Streets h
Poorer Quarters.

the

City la Not Without Beauty Princess
' Street Said to Be Moat Impressive of Any Thoroughfare

Served the Purpose of Conveying the Miners to and From
the Deep Working of the

Machine

Many

4, 1914.

MISMIIBII

USE A "LIAII ENGINE"

In Europe.

Drift.

has

slums

Edinburgh. Edinburgh
London. In one of the tin mines of
that look and smell the thing they are.
Cornwall, England, a curious device,
not only forbidknown as a "man engine," Is in use There is something
In the
almost
but
threatening
ding,
to
from
and
for conveying the miners
streetB of the poorer Quarcanyon-likMe-

Tcfiplp

who tinve
an
at the way

and
lmtorpoulticing
years and years

after
marvol
it hcnls quli-Uiusing 8. S. S.
When you come to realize that the skin
nd the flesh beneath are composed of a
network of tiny blood vessels you golve the
mystery.
There are wonderful medicinal properties
In S. S. S. that follow the course of the
blond sireams Just as naturally as the most
nourishing food elements.
It Is really a remnrknblo remedy. It
contains one ingredient, the active purpose
of which Is to stimulate the tissues to the
Its own essential
healthy selection of medicinal
elements of
And the
blood
matchless
pnrlfler are just as
this
health as the
essential to
nutritious elements of the meatB, grains,
food.
our
of
and
dally
fats
sugars
Not one drop of minerals or drugs Is
Ask
for S. S. S.
used in its preparation.
and just Insist upon having It, And if
yon desire skillful advice and counsel upon
and skin,
any matter concerning the blood The
Swift
write to the medical department.
Speclflc Co., 210 Swift Laboratory, Atlanta,

"do

nol allow some lealous clerk to larrup
over something
the atmosphere In eloquence
"just us good" as 8, S. S. Beware of al'
StihMlrutes.

water. A more severe test was made,
however, when he vas taken down
into the nest of crooked streets about
the lower end of Sixth avenue. The
district has been built up for more
than a century, and is one of the slum
neighborhoods of the town. Kellogg
took his switch and wiih hardly a
moment's hesitation found the course
of Minnetta brook, a little stream
that flowed through the district when
it was open country. He traced the
course of the hidden flow for several
blocks.
The investigators had to
make a two days' search of old engineering records and city plans to
learn the exact present course of the
water, and when they found it, the
record showed that the ."divine" had
been right at every step.
."Killarney Castle" in Danger
Gotham's "Killarney Castle" is the
bone of contention jut now between
Mrs. McGrath, who has lived there
for a quarter of a century, and
wealthy real estate operator who
claims to have bought the plot in
1876 and to have paid the taxes on
The "castle" is a one- It meanwhile.
story frame shanty perched on a
rock 30 feet above the street at West
street.
End avenue and Sixty-fiftIt is reached by rickety, winding
stairs and offers a distinct contrast
to the solidly built up surroundings.
When Mrs. McGrath took possession
in 1888, there weer only two rooms,
but with the coming of many little
McGraths the house grew to seven
rooms. The "Queen of Killarney" is
making a stiff and bo far successful
fight against the attempt to evlst her,
claiming to have bought In 1S88 the
home in which she has been in un
disputed possession for 25 years. This
rock; pile is now worth the tidy sum
h

Mrae. Mootessori

ones

Seres

absolutely
McGirr, who is
blind and absolutely deaf, but gifted

ONE WEEK

on

Old Tkr.3

WEDNESDAY,

of $12,000.

Intbriate's Odd Excuse
There is no disposition on the part
of the Gotham police courts to un
duly restrict members of the medical
profession as to field or extent of
scientific experiment is proven by
the discharge of a well dressed man
recently arraigned for intoxlsmlon,
upon his explanation that, belne a
practicing physician and for 20 years
a student of alcoholism, he deliberately
drank too much for the purpose
a scientific study and determining the effects of alcohol. When
his studies were interrupted ;by an
unscientific cop in Longacre Square,
it seemed advisable to take the stu
dent to the station for safekeeping
There it is feared that the resulN of
this spirituous experiment were lost
in slumberland.

the deep workings. Bays Popular
chanics. Near the 'mouth of the shaft
is a large walking-beaengine. To
the rim of the flywheel of this engine
a driving rod is attached, and by
means of a pivoted connection, the
motion of the wheel is transmitted to
a vertical lifting rod in the mine shaft,
as shown In the illustration. The
lifting rod has a vertical movement of
12 feet.
At Intervals of 12 feet platforms are supported both on the lift- -

SB Hi
fei
III i imm
Descending

a Cornish

Mine Shaft on

the "Man Engine."

Ing rod and on the side of the shaft
and the sets of platforms are so ar
ranged as to be at the same level at
the high and low position of the rod
In descending, the miner steps on th
moving platform when it is at tht
and is carried
end of the
down 12 feet lie then steps off an
whei
waits for the next
ho- is carried down another 12 feet
This process ia continued until th
bottom of the shaft is reached. Foi
ascending this process is reversed
Platforms on opposite sides of tht
shaft enable one set of men to do
scend while another set is ascendinj
without interference.

A

N.;

J. George

A.

and clairoedythuf 'ox4 which
picked up 1 mtica from this shore
by Capt. Horace Smith containing the
ashes of his mother, Ida Haffa.
He wanted to bury the box in the
ocean, he said, and was amazed whei
the box of heavy brass did not sink
as he cast it from the end of the piers
He found he could not get it again.
and told one of the workmen of the
pier to look out for it in case 11
washed ashore, and offered a reward
of $10 for its return, to him.
Haffa told Chief of Police Woodruff
that the body had been exhumed from
one of the old cemeteries of Philadel
phia after having laid in the grave five
years, and wa3 cremated last Tuesday
He took the box back to Philadelphia
and will have it interred in one of the
cemeteries there.
GIRL HAS STRANGE AILMENT
Young Child Victim of Rare Disease,
in Which Skin Hardens All
Over the Body.
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THAT Really WEAR

"TIZ"

You'll be surprised or we
will to find a thin sock that
will wear without holes as
long: as any thick sock made,

fixed

my
sore, swollen.
sweaty, calloused feet
and corns

TrZmakei
mr feet
juat daaca."

jf

1

Millions of men are

;

already-wearin-g

other sock.

no

You'll thank us for suggest:
ing them for they are a truly
"good thing."
grades from 25c
Pure Thread Silk SO
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Ah! what relief. No more tired feet;
no more burning feer; no more swol
len, bad smelling, sweaty feet. No

SUCCESSFUL EVERYWHERE
People everywhere are talking of
the quick and fine results Foley
Kidney Pills give in backache, rheumatism, kidney and bladder troubles.
You can not take them into your sys-te- r
without good results. That is because Foley Kidney Pills give to tha
kidneys and bladder just what nature-callfor to heal these weakened and
inactive organis. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

more pains in corns, callouses or bunNo matter what ails your feet
or what under the sun you've tried
without getting relief, just use "TIZ."
"TIZ" is the only remedy that draws
out all the poisonous exudations which
puff up the feet; "TIZ" is magical;
"TIZ" is grand; "TIZ" will cure your
foot troubles bo you'll never limp or
draw up your face in pain. Your
shoe9 won't seem tight and your feet
will never, never hurt or get sore,
swollen or tired. Think of it, no more
foot misery; no more burning come,
callouses or bunions.
Get a 25 cent box at any drug store
or department store, and get instant
relief. Get a whole year's foot relief
for only 25 cents. Think of It! Adv.
ions.
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OHIO STATE BOWLING TOURNEY
Toledo, 6., Feb. 4. Beginning today and continuing for ,a period of
two and possibly three weeks Toledo
is to entertain the annual meeting
and tournament of the Ohio Stato
Bowling association, Individual and
team bowlers are already here from
numerous points and many more are
expected when the tournament gets
fully under way.
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The Children's Chil
dren are now using
Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound and it is
the same safe effec-iv- e
and curative med-:cin- e
jund t. Fo r all coughs,
colds, croup, whooping
.:
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SCHAEFER

THE OLD RELIABLE
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Mis-sou-

Instant Postum a soluble powder. A tcaspoonful stirred in
a' cup of hot water with cream and sugar makes a delightful
leverage Instantly. 30c and 50c Una.
.

The cost per cut of both kinds is about the same.

"There's a. Reason" for POSTUM.
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.Gross, ..Kelly- .& Co.

,

by Grocers everywhere.
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nothing less majestic than a Miltonio
war of the heavenly hosts.
It has been Bald that Princes street
of Edinburgh is the most impressive
in Europe, and if any such assertion
is to be accepted it owes its truth not
so much to the highway itself and its
buildings and monuments as to the
amazing topography of Edinburgh,
some of whose noblest features lend a
sort of awful dignity and splendor to
Princes street. The marvelous view
of the castle and its slopes would
alone give Princes street the highest
distinction, and the castle and its
steep constitute only one of Beveral
noble eminences within view. The
broad gardens, too, are rich and lovely, and there are fine old historic
structures along the highway, while
the Scott Memorial really does not
look like a church engulfed by an
earthquake with its steeple still above
ground. As a matter of fact the
monument, with that amiable and
studious seated statue of Sir Walter
set within, is a dignified and beautiful thing, even though it has to via
with the austere and awful steep
crowned with the vast and wandering
pile of Edinburgh castle.

Thin Socks

GLADDENS

hoarsenes and tickling
Pikesville, Ky. Little Ruth Ward
in throat, use it. It
four, is apparently . a victim of the
little known disease called schro-dermgives satisfactory re
or
as appears
sults.
from the diagnosis of four different
RED CROSS DRUG
physicians. The ekin all over the
child's body is tightening and it has
become perfectly hard. But the little
girl does not appear to be suffering
any inconvenience or ill effects from
the ailment, and goes to play just as
formerly. No attempt will be made to
treat her here, but she will be taken
to a Louisville hospital, where her
case will be studied by physicians In
their work for research
It is commonly regarded as an In- HEARSE BREAKS IN DESERT
TAP LINE CASES REOPENED
curable disease, and but few cases
Washington, Feb. 4. Double ap- have been met with in the United
While Driver Went on Companion
tap line cases, States.
peals in the
Keeps Off Animals With Fires Unin which the commerce court decided
til Conveyance Is Repaired.
comcommerce
HAS LIFE AND DEATH TOUCH
against the interstate
f
mission came up for hearing in the
Salt Lake City. The motor hearse
supreme court of the United States Child Is Born Beside Its Father's Open containing the body of Michael Moran
Grave in a Cemetery in
of San Diego, which is being taken
today. The government hopes for an
overland from San Diego to Salt Lake
Chicago.
early decision in the cases owing to
stalled in Skull Valley, 90 miles west
their importance and the fact that
Chicago. Life and death touched of here. William A. Peck of Los Anthey have been dragging through the bands for an instant, at Mount Green
who is driving the hearse, said
courts for several years. The tap wood cemetery the other day, for a geles,
he was compelled to leave the maline cases involve the rights and priv- few minutes after- the body of Bruce chine where it stalled.
The rough
ileges of sawmill railroads in the Merrick was lowered in the trravn roads broke the springs and tore the
there was born to his widow another tires. The body was left in the care
southwest, particularly' Arkansas,
uruce Merrick.
of P. H. Hambley of San Diego, who
Louisiana and Texas, running
Broken-heartnr- l
w
Merrick Insist is accompanying it.
Hamblej
liMH
back from trunk flues to lumber
ed on going to the graveyard, though pitched camp beside the hearse, and
camps. The point at issue is whethto remain at borne. At t&e kept the desert animals away ai
er such linos (shall be considered as urgea
she cried:
night, with a huge camp fire.
cemetery
common carriers and bo subject to
"Leave me out of the carriage. 1
Chicken Bone Causes Pneumonia.
the same regulations as to rates and must. see Bruce buried!"
She" had
Trenton, N. J. A chuck bone which
oilier matters as the regular railroads. nearly fainted W
the car lodged In the throat of Solomon Pa
busiThe development of the lumber
riage and there the boy was born be- pier, nine months ago, pierced his
ness in various sections of the country fore a physician could bo summoned. bronchial tubes and resulted in pneu
Is said to depend in large measure Mrs. Merrick was taken home ia the monia, which caused bis death.. All
undertaker's ambultnoA
efforts to remove the bone bad failed
upon the outcome of the litigation,
"hide-bound- ,"

Try

TIRED, ACHING FEET

Haf

PiladJlpt'i dame: to this citj
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"TIZ"

HOW

pale-face- d

Box Containing Them Was Cast Frorr
Pier, But Did Not Sink
as Expected.

Atlantic City,

BILL

Washington, Feb. 4. Public hearings on the Owen hill to prohibit the1
use of the mails and telegraph and
telephone lines in furtherance of
fraudulent and harmful transactions
on stock exchanges were begun today
before the senate banking committee
Representatives of the New V York
stock exchange, at which the bill is
aimed, have announced their intention of appearing before the commit
tee to speak in opposition to the
measure. Delegations from the grain
exchange in Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis and other cities also will be
heard

e

ter, with their huge grim tenements
built of uncompromising stone and
rising high above the sunless streets.
One meets on the Old North bridge,
which spans the gulf between two
high portions of the town,
women hooded In their shawls, and
bearing in their faces the marks of
poverty, hard usage and vice. One
sees also on that historic bridge, however, many a lovely girlish face, many
a daughter of the people such as inspired some of Burns' finest love
songs. The land is manifestly fall of
native vigor, and the commonfolk
show the descipline of the struggle
that they and their ancestors have
long waged with a thin soil, a difficult topograjfhy and a climate some
what niggardly of sunlight and
warmth.
Edinburgh still deserves Its ancient
name of Auld Reekie, and between Its
boldly magnificent topography, its
Its stormy
smoke,
skies, and its frowning and monumental architecture, it has a sort of
grandeur hard to match In other and
gayer cities. Holyrood is surely a
Dlain enough, royal residence, but
where in any other town is there so
nobly and almost insolently dominant
a pile as Edinburgh castle. It gives
the final touch of something like
domesticity to that aloof and high- set mass of gloomy architecture to
see at night the gleam of lights
through a few of its long, slitted win
dows. Nothing can be liner than the
brightsudden holes of after-sunsness that appear in the stormy skies
of Edinburgh on summer evenings.
These aspects of the sky suggest

CLAIMS ASHES FROM THE SEJ
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JSE OF ARMS IS
CONDEMNED

FACE DISFIGURED

D!

WITH ERUPTIO

ISON
SECRETARY
pF LABOR
THEY ARE UNNEEDED

Spread Over Entire Face. Itched
and Burned Terribly.
Heavy
White Crust. Cuticura Soap and
Ointment Made Complete Cure.

SAYS
IN

810 East Elm St., Streator. HI.
"A
running sore broke out above my right eye,
which spread over my entire face. It started
as a small pimple. I
scratched It open and

SETTLING STRIKES

Washington, D. C, Feb, 4. Protest
against the use of firearms and the
the contents of this
employment of armed guards and prismall pimple ran down
vate detectives in labor disputes and
my face. Wherever this
ran a new sore appeared. '
strikes was made by Secretary "W, B.
They Itched and burned
Wilson, of the department of labor,
terribly; I couldn't touch
in his first annual report submitted
my face It burned so. It
. today to President
Wilson. He ret
disfigured my face ter
ommends that congress enact legisla- ribly and I couldn't be seen for everyone
was afraid of
It looked like a disease of
tion "within its constitutional limita- some kind; it it.
was all red and a heavy white
tions to regulate this business In the crust on It. Everybody kept out of my
way, afraid It would spread. I lost rest at
Interest of public peace and order."
and I couldn't bear to have anything
"The use of firearms," said Secre- night
touch my face, not even the pillow. I had
tary Wilson, "is a species of private to lie on tlie back of the hoad. I was always
warfare in connection with labor glad when morning came so I could got up.
It was extremely painful.
strikes; it calls for serious consideraused
salve with small results.
tion. Groups of men on both sides, At"Ilast I thought of Cuticura Soap and
without military or police authority Ointment and L commenced using thorn.
for It, have used firearms with fatal I used the sample of Cuticura Soap and
one
cake of
effect In the coal strike in southern Ointment,
Cuticura Soap and a half boi of the fifty-ceColorado.
amThese arms andi the
size of Cuticura Ointment. It took
munition have doubtless been procur- throe weeks to complete tho cure." (Signed)
Caroline Miller, Apr. 30, 1913.
ed through interstate commerce; and Miss
Cuticura Soap 25c. and Cuticura Ointment
of
to
men
said
the
armed
are
many
60c. are sold everywhere. Liberal sample of
have been imported into Colorado each mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book. Ad" Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
d
from other states through a business dress
JtSfMen who shave and shampoo with
concern engaged commercially across
Soap will find it best for skin and scalp.
state lines in supplying corporations
with, an armed and trained private individually.
It is upon this point
soldiery or police in numbers run- that labor disputes frequently spring
up and ibecome acute. In most inning into hundreds and even
In connectio with the Pere stances in which employers accord
Marquette strike in Michigan, nrrned workmen practical recognition of the
.guards, furnished by agencies in oth-- r right of collective bargaining which
states supplying men to take the they themselves exercise, fair relaplace of local strikers, accompanied tions are maintained,
those men to Grano. Rapids. They
"In any circumstances, differences
were there turned back by the Unit must be expected to arise. In such
ed States marshal under instructions cases the department of labor might
from the district Judge. In the Calu- possibly find a common , ground for
met copper mining region, armed agreement which the disputants, In
guards under contract with the em- their eagerness for advantagt or In
ployers were forwaroed to the tocal-it- y the heat of their controversy, had
overlooked."
by agencies in other states."
On relations of capital and labor,
In that connection, it is suggested
Secretary Wilson takes advanced that congress clearly define the funcground. "The relation of employer tions of the department of labor in
and wage earner," says he, "is no the mediation of labor disputes and
longer personal or individual," be- vote an appropriation adequate to
cause both employers and operatives meet the requirements of mediation
act in groups.
work. In that way, it wal suggested
"It ,is obvious," the report says, "the welfare of wage earners could
"that this method of employment be fostered while tho prospemy of
generally necessary for success in employers and the peace and good
a connivifr nf
modern, industrv. mav give t"
Amicable settlement.
great contractual advantages served.
withover wage earners. Unless wage tween the parties themselves,
in
rst
are
out
manifestly
mediation,
warners also act collectively through
Mediation
of
the
order
a
at
preference.
often
are
their own agents, they
Employers comes next Arbitration third. But
practical disadvantage.
to
who act collectively is hiring wage any of the three is preferable
earners are often averse to dealing strikes or lockouts."
The success already achieved by the
wtih agents of wage earners who colde- department ' of labor, in the adjustservices.
their
offer
They
lectively
sire to contract with wage earners ment of labor controversies, demon
-

twenty-flvc-ce-

nt

p.

post-car-

thou-sand-

oi"'
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strates, in the judgment of Secre
tary Wilson, that such disputes near
ly always may be adjusted to the
profit of ail interests; and he be
lieves that the department "properly
equipped, should be able to make me
diation progressively popular with
both the employing and the wage-earning interests of the country.
The report contains a review of
the labor controversies in which the
good offices of the department of labor were exercised during the ten
months of Its existence. In practicallly all of them, agents of the depart
ment were successful, although In the
Colorado coal strike and in the Mich
igan copper strike no peaceful solutions yet have been reached, because,
it was pointed out, parties to the con
troversies could not be induced to ac
cept mediation.
During the fiscal year ended June
30, 1913, 1,197,872 4mmigants came to
this country, an increase of 359,720
over the previous year. Of those
986,355 were between 14 and 44 years
of age, 147,158 were under 14, and
64,379 were 45 or over.
Twenty-siper cent of the aliens admitted were
totally illiterate. The bulk of the immigration came from the countries of
southern and eastern Europe, only 15
per cent coming from northern and
western Europe.
While the immigration Increased 43
per cent during the last year, the
number of exclusions
of arriving
aliens- increased only 24 per cent.
That was due,, the report indicates,
to the financial and pnysical Inanllity
of the bureau of immigration properly to supervise the great number of
arriving aliens.
Under existing arrangements of the
6,859 Japanese who applied for admission during the year, 88 were excluded.
Difficulties in enforcing the
Chinese exclusion law were discussed, with a view to the enactment
of additional legislation and the getting of more money with which to
protect the borders of the country.
It was said that Chinese continually
were being smuggled across both the
northern and southern borders of tho
country, and that they come to the
ports of entry as "merchants," "students," "natives," and "sons of natives," when they really are laborers.
Recommendations made by Commissioner General Caminnetti of the
immigration bureau, were called to
the attention of congress, but were
not submitted in the secretary's rex
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By CLYDE PARSONS.
If every man, old or young, has a
fad and we know he has; if every
woman, old of young, has a fadand we know she has why blame
Miss Nora Lee for having one, too? It
wasn't a great big fad, and one to
keep the police busy and the babies
on the block awake o' nights, but a
reasonable fad, and was not seriously
objected to even by people with a
grouch.
Miss Nora was not a moving picture
fiend; she did not go to ball games
more than twice In a season; she
did not attend the races at all. Her
fad was cats dogs, rabbits? Not at
all! She lavished her affections on a
goat, and he wasn't anything of a
beauty at that In fact, he was a
scrub goat He was built on the lines
He was homely from
of a
the tip of his nose to the tip of his
tail. He remained gaunt despite the
food set before him. He evinced no
gratitude for her love and care, and he
wasn't a bit proud when he was led
along the street with yards of blue
ribbon streaming in the breeze and
a silver bell around his neck.
Mistress and goat were bound to attract attention when they walked out.
Adults stared, small boys indulged in
levity, and dogs seemed to have a
to try conclusions with
longing
"Billy."
However, a fad wouldn't be much
of a fad unless it attracted attention, and while Miss Nora tried to look
calm and unconscious, there Is no
doubt that she felt glows of pride as
she caught such remarks as:
"Did you ever!"
"Can you beat it!"
"Why. don't she love a hippo!"
"Hasn't she a father or a mother?"
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"A hobble skirt and a pet goat
thunder!"
Miss Nora's father was dead, and
her mother's objections to her fad carried no weight
"Does Billie bite any one?" the
daughter would ask.
"Of course not."
"Does he bark and disturb us?"

that ever came on your table fluffy golden,
tender, waffles light as down with just the
aren i uiey ucnuua,
right texture. Ana geei
smothered in butter and syrup?
You'll find waffles surprisingly easy to make with
Aunt Jemima's. Just a minute's work and your,
And you can always be sure that
batter is ready.
they'll be GOOD.

w

f

lse in town

Have Aunt Jemima's waffles tomorrow. Your grocer
has Aunt Jemima's in the bright red package, bave
the top and get the funny Rag Dolls for the little ones.

nr

"No."
"Does he cost any more to keep
than a dog?"
"I guess not."
"He isn't handsome, but isn't he bet
ter looking than a bull dog?"
my
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record in sacred or profane history to
go by no society rule laid down in
the blue or red book. Therefore the.i
jim dandy goat and the educated pig
bumped against each other.
"Sir!" demanded the girl.
"Miss!" replied the man.
"You have got a nasty pig there!"
"And you have a villain of a goat!"
"Don't you dare let your pig !"

goat!"

3

"Alflf

)

cards?"
It might have ben figured out by a
mathematician that there was just
one chance in ten thousand that the
girl and her goat and the young man
and his pig would ever meet on the
That
collision.
street In a head-oone chance came to them. It was so
willed by the Destiny that Bhapes our
At nine o'clock one morning
ends.
Miss Nora and her goat were taking
a promenade for their health and other reasons. There was an abandon
about them that was charming. That
is. they occupied most of the sidewalk.
and their motto was, the public be
s
hanged.
At the same hour Mr. Burt Wilt
shire and his educated black pig set
out for their stroll. They bad heretofore ta&en one particular direction.
This morning they took a new route.
Destiny would have it so.
"Get on to the goat!
"Where'd he get the pig!"
"That's the latest thing at New
"Oh, Lord, what things we do see
a town!"
As the public exclaimed the human
and animal objects gradually approached each other.
They finally met There was no

DOING THEIR DUTY
Scores of East Las Vega Readers ar
Learning the Duty of the Kidney
To filter the blood Is the kidneys'
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What do you say to a little surprise for the folks
tomorrow Aunt Jemima's waffles? Every
last one in the family will enjoy them. For
Aunt Jemima's makes the finest waffles

ments are practically completed for
the opening of the sixth national
corn show in this city next week. The
exhibits already in place give assurance that the exhibition will be- the
largest and most representative of
its kind that has exer been held in
the United States. Though corn and
corn products will form the bulk of
the exhibits there will be interesting
displays of many other varieties of
farm products.
A majority of the states have re
sponded to the lntlvation to make ex
hibits at the show. Practically every
state of the south and middle west
will have displays. Many of the
states of the far west will be represented for the first time. Idaho will
be represented with a wool display
and Wyoming will Snow some meth
ods of dry farming that were origin
ated in that state. California will
exhibit some of her choicest products
of the garden, orchard and vineyard,
and Arizona, Nevada and Utah will
show the wonderful results
accomplished by irrigation.

Farmers' Grain 'liealers' association".
which met in the West hotel in this cify
today for a three 'days' session. I 'r
ident H. R, Meisch presided at (:
opening of the gathering today ani
Mayor Nye delivered an address o
welcome.

n

keeping a goat?"
"It's so unusual."
"Wasn't the split skirt unusual two
years ago?"
Living half a mile away was Mr.
port
Burt
Wiltshire. He had a fad. In
"With the sympathetic
stead of leading a goat about the
of congress," says Secretary Wilson,
streets, he led a nig. It was a black
in conclusion, "the department
so it could te ipu
like 'a dog. That pig was also
interests, no'rtnly' without injury to
an innovation as, well, as a fad. The
any, but with benefit to all."
police had tried to suppress it, but
the courts had held that it bad the
as a dog and was not
same
Wasps rank next to the higher clas- half asrights
dangerous.
of
In
intelligence.
ses of ants
point
Like the goat, the pig attracted
much attention when out for an airing, and like Miss Nora the young
The chance of two finger-print- s
man at the other end of the lead re
one
64,000,000,000.
la
alike is not
ceived such expressions from the public as:
"Is he an escaped idiot?"
"Does he belong to a
"Can the pig tell fortunes with

s

SHOW READY FOR OPENING
Dallas, Tex., Feb. 4. All arrange-

animal and quit the scene of the combat. Their glances expressed nothing
but supreme indignation as they
duty.
turned away. It was so plain that they
When they fail to do this the kid
wished each other destruction in some
awful form that a chauffeur who had
neys are weak.
stoped to witness the affair while the
Backache and other kidney Ills may
meter went right on recording, felt
follow;
called upon to express himself:
Help the kidneys do their work.
"Gee! but 'sposen he should fall in
Use Doan's Kidney Pills the test
love with that girl some day! How
ed kidney remedy.
she would turn him down!"
And it happened. It was bound to
East Las Vegas people endorse theip
happen. Destiny wouldn't have missed
worth.
such a golden opportunity for all the
H. C. Leahy, locomotive fireman.
old second hand hats in Boston. A
225 Railroad Ave., East Las Vegas,
fad is acquired as easily as a cold in
N. M., says: "About three years ago
the head. Some run about the same
my back and kidneys were giving ma
length of time some a little longer,
but they are bound to .be abandoned
trouble. Nothing helped me until I
for something else,
Doan's Kidney Pills. They
got
MIbs Nora Lee got home from the
in
took away the
my
pains
scene of that tragedy disgusted with
me
back
In
and
put
good shapts
her goat and herself. It wasn't the
In my back and put me In good shape
same goat with which she so blithely
set out an hour before, and she IF CHILD 13
Those who follow railroading
again.
CROSS,
wasn't the same girl. She found her
are often subject to kidney ailments.
self hoping that the goat would jump
of the train la bad and
the
the fence and take himself off to be
FEVERISH AND SICK one Jolting this work needs a
strong
doing
seen by her no more. Then she would
back. I am glad that I know of Doan's
buy a parrot or a tame crow, or a
as they can be depend
squirrel with a wheel In his cage. LOOK, MOTHER!
IF TONGUE IS Kidney Pills,
She might even turn to a French bulled upon."
COATED
GIVE
"CALIFORNIA
dog or an alligator from Florida.
For sale by all dealers. Price 5ft
SYRUP OF FIGS"
And Mr. Burt Wiltshire reached
Foster-Milburcents.
Co., Buffalo,
Children
love
this
home to telephone to the nearest
"fruit laxative,"
New
sole agent3 for the United
York,
and nothing else cleanses the tender
butcher:
'
States.
"Say, now, do you want to buy a stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
Remember the name Doan's and
Pig?"
A child simply will not Btop playing
"Yep. Got, one for sale?"
to empty the bowels, and the result is, take no other. Adv.
"I have."
they become tightly clogged with
"How much?"
Colds, constipations and headache
"If you take him away at once you waste, liver gets sluggish, stomach
sours, then your little one becomes are three common afflictions and recan have him for two dollars."
helps tha
lieving the constipation
"Ail right he's mine."
cross, half-sicfeverish, don't eat, cold
U
and stops the headache.
Mr. Wiltshire also determined to sleep or act naturally, breath Is bad,
Foley Cathartic Tablets because they
pig-fahis
for
another.
It
drop
might system full of cold, has sore throat, are very prompt and thoroughly
be for a donkey or a camel he would stomach-ach- e
or diarrhoea. Listen, cleansing, with absolutely no unpleas
think it over.
ant effects. A whole bottle full for
Mother!
if
See
tongue is coated, then 25 cents. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
And one day two weeks later the
girl without the goat and the young give a teaspoonful of "California Drug Store. Adv.
man without a pi? met face to face Syrup of Figs. ' and in a few hours
on the street. Each wavered. Each all the constipated waste, sour bile TAMPA TO ENTERTAIN VISITORS
halted.
Each blushed and was con- and undigested food passes out of the
Tampa, Fla., Feb. 4. From many
fused.
and
have
of the United States and Cansystem,
a
you
parts
well,
playful
'
I want to bog your pardon!" he
child again.
ada
are arriving in Tampa
delegates
finally managed to pay.
Millions of mothers give "California to attend the midwinter sessions ot
"And I want to bog yours," was the
Syrup of Figs" because it is perfectly the National Association of Real Esreply.
children love it, and it tate Exchanges. The gathering will
harmless;
"It was all my pig's fault."
"I believe my gent bprran the row." never fails to act on the stomach, open tomorrow and continue through,
"It was so sudden that that "
liver and bowels.
the remainder of the week. Th local
"The same with me."
Ask your druggist for a
bot trade organizations
have provided
"I have sold tlie pig."
tle of "California Syrup of Figs," elaborate entertainment for the visit"And my goat has pot away, and I
which has full directions for babies, ing real estate men, many of whom
don't want him bnck."
are accompanied by their wives and.
And then and there came a new fad children of all ages and for grown-up- s
In the lungs that rai
"California
made
tlV
MoClure
News
Fig
bv
lfH.
by
genuine,
(Copyright,
been tho
paper hymtH-ate.Refuse any other expected to cure itself has
Syrup Company.
cases of disin
many
point
starting
kind with contempt Adv.
ease that ended fatally. The sensible
Songs of Today.
course is to take frequent dosew oi
Where is the present-da"popular
SYRUP.
song" that may be eomparpd vvith FARMER GRAIN DEALERS MEET BALLARD'S HOREHOUKD
It checks the progress of the disorder
"Annie Laurie," or "My Old Kenttu-kMinenapolis, Feb. 4. Closer
assists nature to restore norma t
Home," or "Sally in Our Alley?" Nay,
is the leading subject select- and
Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
where Is the present-dapopular song ed for discussion at the seventh an- conditions.
Sold by Central Drug Co.
bottle.
per
off
of
an
chance
more
than
that has
Adv.
nual convention of tbe Minsesota
being remembered or sung a single
year hence, let alone remaining ,a fa
vorite for a generation? Nowhere.
In songs, as In so many other mat'in.
ters, the one desire Just at prespnt is
t
of
to get the applause and dollars
the moment. If a "bearcat" dance ot
V1
, li
a sloppily sentlmpntal ballad attracts
j
for
ELECTRIC LIGHT is a fine
attention to itself and income to its
Is
and
more
o?
askpd
nes, soft,
the
inventor, nothing
expected. So of "cubist art." which is
work me ns
s
ife.
School
merely lunacy on canvas: so of tenderloin plays. The one thing required
study. Will you
is not that they shall be true, or beau
children's
poor ilyoung eyes
tiful, or thoughtful, or enduring; but
It is
that they shall make money
lumination when Llectnc Light is
strange that an age like the prespnt
so economical? You will find
which has so many superb achiever
ments to its credit, and which is morn
!
wonderfully convenient
deeply imbued with the sense of hu
cost.
man brotherhood than any preceding
time in history, should have come to
this sorry pass in matters of art and
'
recreation.
benIf
are not now enjoying

Blde-show-

c
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FADAND HIS

'Then what's the matter with

f914.

nade reiuariiii. u uiuau remarks to
.he girl and to tlie young num.
cave advice to the gout and to the
pig. It advised the goat to pin the pis
to the fence with his bonis and hold
hint there until life was extinct. It
advised the pi;; to remember Bunker
Hill and go in and make a whirlwind
finish of it.
Not until the police came did each
owner gather up the remains of his
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Learn Wisdom From the Savages.
A lay sermon by W'illiam Allpn
White: "A young cub, who has fifty
thousand a year, is in trouble In New
Which is
York young lady trouble
natural enough. Any youth who has
fifty thousand a year to spend is go
Ing to get Into trouble spending It
Work is the thing that keeps yoyth
straight; work is the one medicine
that cures youth "of Ms vast and stu
pendous folly. If a young man hai
fifty thousand a year to spend he has
no more chance of beln? dpcet than
a monkey. In South Africa, In thp
Interior, the native custom provides
that all the young negroes shall er to
bed at dusk In tree houses reached
by ladders, and the smart old mpn
come and take the ladders dow n nut
give a young man $50,000 to RTipnd
let hlra sit up nights, and give him
access to the ladder at all hours of
the night, and he will go to the Rart
Place sure. Can it be that the Atrl
can savages know more of life thar

"And your
It was too late. No work on natural history no writer on heart throbs we do?"
In the yellow journals, has told us
The Oldest Separator.
that when a pig and a goat meet there
"I see you keep a cow?"
must be a deadly conflict but a rec"Yep."
ord has been made with thU story.
"Got a separator?"
The goat was tbe attacker but the pig
"Yep."
Btood to his guns. The goat used bis

"What make?"
horns and boors; the pig used his
"I'm it. I separate the cow from
snout and teeth.
ber milk twice a day."
"Call your pig off!"
"Call your goat oft!"
Mind the Viddert, Sammy.
"Your pig began tlie fiiss!"
Old Sage Loom out for the widows,
"Your goat began St!"
"You are no gentloman!"
my boy.
"You are a nice young lady:
Young Snip I shall certainly try to
That crowd avoid having om of my own, sir.
A crowd gathered.
J

the

yuof Electric

Light in your home,
have
your house wired
you should
for electricity AT ONCE. You need
have no fear for your wails, ceilings
.r decorations t he wiring can bs
done quickly and without any dirt
or muss.

efits

I.

i

I

1

'II

hone us TODAY, or call at our office relative to equ pping your home
for complete electric service. Or any
reputable electrical contractor will
give you a low estimate.
DO

IT NOW.
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imagine that the Cincinnati initiative
in this matter will soon find plenty of

imitators.
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the embargo on shipment of munitions
of war Into Mexico. About 100 men
were working at warehouses, packing
rifles, cartridges and machine guns.

MOTIV

ATTACKED BY

First Class Repairing

OPPOSE COLD STORAGE BILL
Wsahington, Feb. 4. With a vew to

an era of
This is
ascertaining the opinions of those
most closely concerned, the house
in
manifested
is
emotionalism. It
committee on Interstate and foreign
every phase of life, says the Kansas
commerce today began a series of
City Journal. Not only Is there po
...Editor. litical agltatiom of the hysterical type "THE MAN FROM THE WEST" IS
public hearings on the McKellar cold
fl. M. PADGETT.
One.)
From
Page
(Continued
. . .
storage bill, which proposes to limit
in state and nation, but poctety has
SAID , TO BE A DELIGHT-- .
broken tip into numberless culls repmade by Brigadier General Bliss, In the time of storage of perisnable
FUL PICTURE
commodities from two to six months.
l !, ri
command there.
at"
resenting all manner of aberrations.
an
The cold storage Interests and the
some
quarters
There has been in
"The Man from the West" a FieldOld Offenders not Discharged
produce merchants of the country are
President Wilson's
astonishing revival of those unspeak- ing Liibln production in two reels, will
the
Entered at the postoffice at East able practices associated with "sun be shown tonight at the Browne and will not affect prosecution of persons protesting vigorously
against
Vegas, New Mexico, tor trans- worshiping", iji'whtcTi normally decent Photoplay theaters, while it will be indicted for violation of former Pres measure. It is claimed that its enac t
mission through' the United P'atea men and women have abandoned the attraction tomorrow night at the ident Taft's order. Attorney General ment will discourage production, dessUs as second clasa matter.
themselves to disgusting bestiality. Photoplay .only. This is the last McReynolds decided today that wnere stroy the collateral value of perish
to
Among many otherwise sane people chance Las Vegans will have to see federal grand juries have returned. Jn-- J able, prqductsanij be detrimental
because
tfce"consumer
before
end,
now
Is
reason just
tottering
in3,the
Miss Mary Ryan in a Lubin film. The dictments for violation. ,;of the Taft
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Colds Cause Headache and Grip
lifting the" embargo on., exportations
wave of tangoitis. play is said to be a most entertaining proclamation and the neutrality Jaws, cold storage warehouses are neces
the
BROMO QUININE tab of arms to Mexico was construed by
LAXATIVE
Dally, by Carrltr
Where sary, tQc.BPt regulate prices and are lets remove cause. There Is only One traders as foreshadowing the ending
tE Every conceivable form of fad and and instructive one. The scenario the cases shall be prosecuted.
ilfw Copy
a
following,
no In- UBed to .store, goods in times of over
of
sure
.15
is
made
but
was
mustering
been
fake
arrests
have
written
by Romaine Fielding.
'3ne Week
BROMO QUININE." It has signature of the war and on this theory securifi5 and, often, the bigger the fake the
The synopsis Is as follows:
dictmnts found to date, further action production to, meet the necessity of of E. W. GkOVE on box. 25c.
ne Month
ties affected by Mexican conditions
'
the time of a short supply. Norway,
The atmos"
7.50 bigger the
following.
Some years before
the story a is not contemplated.
were bid up.
Use Year
Chief Blelaskl of
department's Sweden and other foreign countries
phere Is charged witb. counter cur- strange man came out of the east
Daily, by Mall
American Smelting and Mexican
Believe
It
You
Don't
state
$6.00 rents of exaggeration, false perspecand settled In New Mexico. No one bureau of Investigators, today tele- have also protested through the
stmnn hat that, chronic constipation Peroleiim were strong features. ProWne year (In advance)
the provisions of cannot be cured. Don't you believe it. fessionals sold thev
3.00 tive and delusion. The citizen whose knew his
Six Months (la advance)
history, but he was respected graphed to his agents along the Mex department against
popular Issues at
it would seri Chamberlain's Tablets nave curea intervals but the movement
that
7.50
the
starts
bill,
alleging
ire is aroused by his gas bj.ll
"One Year (in arrears)
among
by all. He was a dead shot and a ican border to make no more arrests
a
tnem
not
Give
you7
3.75 a new political party;
the church law unto himself. Mr. Stillwell, pres for exportation of arms. They will ously embarrass their trade with the others why
was
ix Months (In arrears)
narrow.
these
shares
unusually
For
a
cost
trial.
only quarter.'
member who disagrees with his min- ident of a mining company, came to remain on guard, however, to prevent United States in salt and preserved sale byThey
'
firm undertone.
with an
all dealers. Adv.
'
fish.
of
a
sect
out
and
founds
laws
rushes
of
the
ister
violations
other
and
with
to
the
mines
neutrality
view
town
showed interthe
island
securities
Rock!
8T0CK
AND
OPTIC
WEEKLY
bis own; labor leader who can't get him his daughter Rose and her fiance, not affected by President Wilson's
mittent weakness, but their fluctuaCHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
GROWER
'
'
r,
$2-along with his fellows Instigates a Percy. One day. In a saloon the young proclamation...
Chicago, Feb. 4. Opinion's thai tions had light influence on the genSne Year
who
leader
the
and
society
Mexican
reached
rebellion,
course of prices.
lover was being, hazed by
fttx Months
A thethe'degree of cold thus far not been eralBonds
'
Ammunition Men Seek Orders
can imagine the most grotesque form Joe, and the "gentleman" arrived on
were firm.
winter crop belt has
in
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 4 While the
in
of enjoyment Is the envy of the more the scene just In time, to prevent seri
The belated advances in Reading,
back
to
set
a
led
.today
dangerous
(Cash In Advance for Mall
commonplace. There is on all sides ous consequences. Hearing shots fired collector of customs In El Paso to
the price of wheat Another influ
Subscriptions)
the feverish striving for novelty, for Stillwell and Rose werp attracted to. day .was, awaiting official notification
s
was the fact ed, had an inspiring effect on the
ence against
Remit by checK, draft or money sensation, and the price, counts, for
In, that tlwocmbargo against the .sUinthe
fell
fallen on a whole market. Blocks were bought
saloon
there
and
had
the
rain
needed
that
girl
not
If sent otherwise we will
had been re
Mexico
to
ment
arms
of
Mttle.
of"
India.
Opening of 1,000 shares and upward of low
the
love
with
mysterious gentleman.
large portion
responsible for loss.
such thoughts as, these have The Mexican renegade, seeking re- ceived representatives of arms and
as last priced stocks, which are not usually
Some
same
the
were
which
prices,
Specimen copies free on npplicatlon been expressed by Mrs. Kate Waller
to
hurried
Jua
manufactures
extenfol represented in the dealings
were
to
powder
cent
his
kind
to
lower,
Y8Vi
venge, gathered some of
night
lowed by a sag all around. A reac- sively.
Barrett, president of the National gether, and, waylaying Rose,, abduct- rez on the Mexican side to seek or
AT Florence
For ed her and took her up Into the moun ders from the rebel leaders.
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
EIGHT tion that ensued was caused by ruCrlttenton mission.
CUTS
ABBOTT
Heavy profit taking began in the
JUDGE
EXPIRATION OF TIME
Collector of Customs Cobb, said he
AND
25 years Mrs. Barrett has been act tains. The "gentleman" followed! the
ROLLS
OFF
mors of a revival of export industry general list when New Haven and the
MILLS
PAID FOR
I
Can and Rock Island shares maniRULES ON EXEMPTIONS
The close, however, was easy at
ively and intimately identified with trail and rescued her and she with had received no notice to permit
roscue work in the large cities of the her father and Percy returned to Bos arms to cross the international bridg
off to a shade advance, compared fested weakness.. Reactions to highknows ton. One
As soon as the official order ar
est reached a point in., several of the
Santa Fe, Feb. 4. The first battle with last night.
day the "gentleman" receiv- es.
are guaranteed the United States. She probably
Advertisers
will
customs
the
and conditions ed a note
standard issues.
been
causes
af
rives
inspectors
until
the
more
taxes"
has
come
no
about
Bos
on
to
war
support
Corn received
in the
"high,
asking him to
Sargest daily and weekly circulation
car
women
the
than
withdraw
startagainst
The market closed weak. Active
any
prohibition
ana
of
evil
decided
won
break.
young
a
the
among
Quotations
ter
ton.
taxpayers.
He
by
Immediately compiled
of any newspaper la northern New
cent up, and selling was carried on in all quarters,
other person in America. And now reached the Stillwell mansion in the rying across the bridges arms and
E. C. Abbott gave two decis ed V cent off to
Judge
35tco.
Mrs. Barrett takes occasion to protest midst of a "musical.". Despite the in ammunition properly consigned to re ions late yesterday afternoon, one de- then rapidly gave way. Longs sold depressing prices below yesterday's
The
vigorously against the "white slave" terference of her father and protests sponsible persons in Mexico.
Country offerings to arrive .close. Steel lost a point. Selling
claring that eight mills must be strick freely.
TELEPHONES
traffic theory as ridiculous and calcu of her social set Rose defied conven practice of searching all persons who en from the tax roll on the ground showed considerable increase. The uroa it, lr lnriro llnrt tn iinnnfirmpft
Main 2 lated to do
Business Office
reports of the serious illness of a
injury to the real work of tionalities and left her home with the cross the bridges will be stopped by that they are "erroneous," and the close was weak, varying from
to
....Main 9 those engaged In the reclamation of man and master who had won her the United States soldiers.
Nfwi Department
laree ooerator. The last sales were:
Vs
cent
cent decline to
other granting $200 exemption
gain.
77
Advisers of General Francisco Villa heads of families from the third of
Oats for ,May delivery went to the Amalgamated Copper
young women from the streets. Mrs. heart and whom sue was satisfied to
sent1 over an attorney to thank Brig
108
4, 1914. Barrett declares that there Is no such
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY
their assessed property value instead lowest price of the season. Liquid- Sugar. ..'
trust with her life's happiness.
Scott for Pres- of
98
thing as an organized white slave
The cast: The gentleman, Romaine adier General Hugh L.
allowing the assessor to deduct it ating sales by holders were respon- Atchison
'
also to ask from the total and divide the balance sible.
and
action
of
.117
Wilson's
AN1
MARRIAGE traffic. That these absurd stories
Pacific
Northern
TEACHING
B. ident
''!'''
Mary
Rose
Stillwell,
Fielding;
'
98
"reformers" are accredited Ryan; Mr. Stillwell, Richard Wange-- permission to take across the river by three.
Strength at the yards helped pro- Southern Pacific ... ...
and
ammunition
rounds
of
163
V
it were not for the mild winter simply proves the gullibility of the mann; Percy, Rose's fiance, Robin 1,500,000
The decisions affect this county and visions up grade. First sales varied Union (Pacific
.. 65
mi--flntne figure somewhat
nuhlle. she says. In fact, Mrs. Bar Adair; Joe, the renegade, J bps Kod- - a consignment or rifles which had in fact the other two counties in this from 2
cent decline to 10 cents ad- United States Steel
111
been held by the army,
States
San
United
and
Steel,
were
Arriba
pfd..
and
it might be said that the rett from the wealth of her expert inson.
there
subsequent
districtRio
vance,
"v-w tn- - nixing or th'eE'mbarMo. judicial
ui'ippe Leaves its victims
atis
It
bjnnng " mttrrred" " ownfen "lo"leacfi pressing the "white slave" traffic do vaSome
the
that
by
thought
many
The closing quotations weret
victims of la grippe never ful- He ordered that arms might pass
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
dPhonj. Agn.in and again has there most of their business through their ly recover the health of
the lungs, and through the army lines on the border torney general will appeal in the $200
Wheat, May 92; July 88,
Kansas City. Feb. 4 Ho?s, receipts
hwi popular criticism when a teacher press agents and waste thousands of persistent coughing is weakening. The
so that the supreme
Corn, May 65; July 64.
12,000.
the customs officers exemption case,
Market steady. Bulk $8.25
a woman teacher of course has dollars
quick action of Foley Honey and Tar patrol, leaving
court
will
on
this Important matrule
that ought to be placed with makes
to
Oats,
39;
handle
May
the
situation.
The
3S.
July
usual
8.40;
It
severe
In
heavy
valuable
la
$8.308.45; packers and
grippe
tot her position because she followed those workers In the cause who know
ter for the guidance of taxpayers
F. G. Prevo, Bedford, Ind., detachments of American
Pork, July $21.77.
butchers $S'20S. 45; lights $7,95
coughs.
soldiers
site "nurse nature has marked out for actual conditions.
The extent to writes: "La grippe left me with a se were kept on the United States ends throughout the state.
Lard, May $11.22; July $11.30.
8.25; pigs $6.757.c0.
0verv woman and became a wife. which the public will accept the vere cough that Foley's Honey and
Ribs, May $11.62; July $11.77.
of
the
and
beriver
the
Cattle, receipts 4,000. Market steabridges
along
nor
to
Tem is a thetory held tenaciously by bizarre without so much asi demand Tar cured, and I am back my
Methodist
Minister
Recommends
dy to strong. Prime fed steers $8.40
mal weight.", O. G. Schaefer and Red tween.
.men who govern public school sys-Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
ing substantiation was shown by the Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Villa Goes to Chihuahua
Rev. James A., Lewis, Milaca, Minn.,
9.25; dressed beef steers $7.25
temr that a married woman, especial
New York, Feb. 4. Fluctuations 8.35; western steers
avidity with which the "hypodermic
Villa left Juarez today for writes: "Chamberlain's Cough RemGeneral
$6.758.40:
me
who
has
a
become mother, has needle" nonsense was swallowed by DOMINION ROYAL COMMISSION
ly
Chihuahua. He expected to remain edy has been a needed and welcome were full and certain for a time to southern steers $G8; cows $1.25
eo many distractions of a domestic thousands of
our
in
home
guest
for a number of day, but the market hardened after, 8; heifers
The utter abLondon Feb. 4. Having completed in
people.
$G.258.75; stockers and
sort as to be unfitted to give her sole surdity of such a thing as a young the consideration of their report on foreChihuahua three or four days be- years. I highly recommend it to my and the losses were
erased. The im feeders $6.508.25;
southward
where
his
proceeding
bulls $5.50
fellows as being a medicine worthy of
attrition to teaching. It Is like some woman being rendered unconscious Australia and New Zealand, the dotone was reflected in the 7.50; calves $0.5OlO. 50.
has
mobilized along the trial m cases of colds, coughs and proved
been
army
of the musty military theories which by means of a
"drugged needle" and minion royal commission, of which railroad north of Torreon in readi croup." Give Chamberlain's Cough movements of seasoned dividend paySheep,
Market
receipts 10,000,
V.ve done so much to restrain indi earned away into
captivity, never Sir Edgar Vincent is chairman, will ness for an attack on the federal gar Remedy a trial and we are confident ers and some of the strong special- steady to 10 cents higher. Lambs
you will find it very effectual and ties.
viduality and initiative in the army. entered the heads of average news sail next Saturday for South Africa rison in that
city.
$7.257.60; yearlings $C6.75; wecontinue to use it as occasion requires
ft may well be assumed that mar- readers. The novelty of the thing to take evidence there. The commisPresident
Wilson's proclamation thers $55.75; ewes $4.755.
for years to come, as many others
ried male teachers are also perplexed lent a fascination to the printed sion expresses Itself as well satisfied
have done. For sale by all dealers.
France's Attitude
at times with domestic problems. If stories. This helped to revive inter with the progress it has made thus Paris, Feb. 4. Tse Unchanged
French policy AdV.
not. they are an exception to the rule est in the question of "white slavery." far in
gathering information on the of recognizing that the United States
-which applies to all other heads of For all of these hysterical snasms
great question of empire development government should have a free hand REVOLUTION
IN THE
fam'lies. But, like the custom in- wane with remarkable swiftness un- - and organization. In Australia par- in Mexico
will not be affected by the
herited from former t!mes and condi- uaa itsu, oy iresn sensationalism irom ticular investigation was made on the
raising of the embargo on the exportions of paying men more than wom- time to time.
subjects of immigration and the labor tation' of arms from the United States
.NATION FOSSISLE
,
en for exactly the same work, the
problem?' And the data obtained is et-i- j tb'Meiicd, according- to the views? exjf
T
worried male teacher Is all right,
MERCHANTS GO TO SCHOOL
l
pected to be of value when the same pressed In
quarters here
"while the female one who has any reMinneapolis, Feb. 4. What is be problems are investigated in Canada today. Notification of President Wil- FOR THIS REASON SEVERAL SENsponsibilities outside her teaching Is lieved to bo the first school for mer- and other parts of the empire. In son's action was received through the
ATORS SUGGEST CHANGING
undesirable.
two new chants ever conducted In this coun- South Africa the commissioners will United States
Gradually
THE CONSTITUTION
embassy yesterday, but
thouehts have made their way into try was opened today under the aus- hold sessions in Cape Town, Durban, the
foreign office did not express, any
the minds of educators. One is that pices of the extension department of Johannesburg and one or two other opinion as to Its probable conseWashington, Feb.
sugthe mother instinct of women is their the University of , Minnesota. The centers. They expect ,to return to quences.
gestions of the possibility of revolustrongest factor in successful teach course Is modeled after the short London in June. la July the comtion in the United States were coning, particularly of the young, and courses conducted in the various mission will proceed to Canada, and,
tained in a minority report of the senPlot Against Carranza
that this Instinct la fcwveloped by states for the farmers. The instruc after taking evidence will return in New Orleans, Feb. 4. Jose Bonales ate judiciary committee urging adopmotherhood. The teacher who is a tion will be carried over a period of November to complete its Canadian Sandoval, a lawyer of Mexico City, tion of Senator Shafroth's resolution
mother ought to be better qualified five days and will embrace lectures report.
reiiorted to have been sent on a secret for constitutional amendment to fix
because of that fact If she Is able by experts on important questions
mission from Havana, Cuba, last week the second Monday In January follow
so to arrange her 'domestic affairs as eonaected with the buying, selling and
SIGNALS FROM AEROPLANES
the date
by General Felix Diaz, to Induce Gen- ing a national eleetion-fo- r
leach- displaying of ' goods
to give tho necessary time
Salesmanshlo i Paris.i Feb.
ingenious meth eral Francisco Villa fo; renounce Gen- of inauguration and the first Monday
ing, she should be a better teacher store management, nrlclng, advertis- od which a French firm has invent eral Carranza and recognize Diaz as in January for congress to assemble.
'
than she wag before. Even if mar- ing, window trimming store account ed for signalling from aeroplanes is the leader of the Mexican rebellion, Signed by Senators Shields,' Mason,
.
ried find denied the blessing of
iog and methods of. meeting mall or- attracting much attention, particular- arrived here today from San. Antonio, Ashurst, Cummins, Chilton and Fletch
she should bo a better teacher. der competition are some of the sub- ly In military circles. The device Tex., and
er. It points out that under the exist
prepared to leave for
Certainly she could not lose In quality jects that will be oealt with in the consists of a lube placed in' such a
Sandoval eald te did not see ing conditions "it becomes possible
fcecatise of marriage.
lectures.
for a political party repudiated by the
position that a strong current of air Villa.
The other thought to that woman
from the propeller passes through it
people to elect a president who was
-4
ana is connected by a valve with a
today is being broadened and de- - MAINE PROGRESSIVES ACTIVE
defeated at the election," in case any
Work on Ships Stops
veloped by interests of a proper kind
candidate fails to get a majority of
Portland, Me., Fob. 4. The mem- reservoir filled with soot. This valve
Genoa, Italy, Feb. 4. Work
outside the domestic circle. She is bers of the progressive state com- can be operated by the passenger in
m several the 'electoral votes.
suddenly stopped
howlnher ability to combine home mittee of Maine are rounding up here the aeroplane In such ' a manner as torpedo boat3 undertoday
"Under the present provisions of
construction in
life find industrial life as practically for a meeting tomorrow, when a date to release either a large or a small the
g
ship the constitution," the report says, "in
private
m man is doing It. Even a great car will be fixed for the tate convention quantity of soot from the reservoir building yards. It was
generally be- the event the house fails to choose
Ti-Is not prevented by the rearing and other plans discussed for the into the tube.. The soot whirled out lieved
had been ordered by the a president before March. 4 the vice
they
nf a large famCyas Koa Sehumann- - coming state, campaign. By pCiing! of the tube by the draught forms in Mexican
for president then in office becomes pres
government ri"-""'HMwk has so wet! demonstrated an- into the field early and waging a vig- the wake of the machine long or the
h - re ident for four years. This affords a
work have hereto'
i
tl.9 moat severe am 'i lions. The orous campaign the loaders believe short streaks of black, by means of ceived
i to.Ky. groat temptation, toy mere delay, to
regularly but
or to the na'nrel c.
cf a that' their party will make an even which messages can be given in the The money was
defeat
will
the
of tha peopie, and if
' to have
sup;
'vow.znit I"? through ttwrfese ehould better fallowing at the polls this year Morse code. It is stated that during come from a
it is exercised it wUl likely produce a
."
.
European
TIS2
r.ot ?e en. a by archaic educational than U did in the election in Novem-lr- . he course of some experiments made
OF QUALITY"
revolution."
with this device the dots and dashes
vhen Maine return td
amn'i'S, compelling a woar n fiool-vEc'- t
Dealers Prepare
!
to miiafii f.tnj.lo or lo.n her
votes for Rocsevelt as Rgainst of a message were wade out with the
Now Orleans, Fb. 4 i
lers In
Wasps rank next to the higher clasi
Tin party has
nor fiiioiiU th voor o 1 ,1 ,j nfr,- f r )
?:UHi
help of powerful field glasses over war material; here began to prepare ses of ants in point of intelligence.
It
- It .11
i
wom i r I
I
d to nominate complete five miles away.
('
'iria!
.
The whole appara- supplies for "
.
In
Lj
rebels'
shipment to
' s i",
' 'initial and county tick- tus weighs not more thiin nine northern
if"
by rftiF!;'Sij a jI;tce r
The chance of two finger-print- s
beMexico, as a result of the
Mounds.
to th Rite an,i mo'h r
of President Wilson to lift ing alike is not one In 64,000,000,000.
CO.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

O'RODBKE VINS

PERSONALS

'lAARV,

Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Romaine. Adv.
Seneca Kline of Levy, N. M is in

Have YOU tried them?

i

.lass

';

believe.-

Certainly wonderful

.'..x?.T

V-

All gradesfrom 2ac up.
Pure Silk at 50c.

building. Mayor R. J. Taupert, a member of the county road commission,
this afternoon announced that State
Engineer James A. French may make
the trip with the boosters.
Mora county has money sufficient
to enable It to build and maintain the
best .roads in the etate. It apparently
is willing to expend the money toward the cause, but wishes
ami advice from the state engineering department. For this reason
the local boosters are anxious that
Mr. French make the trip.
A rumor has been circulated to the
effect that the Mora county commissioners! have favored the building of
a bridge at Watrous over the Mora
river. This Is a much needed Improvement and will add to the betterment of the roads In this part of the
state to a large extent.
,

Mk

AT VMTilOUS CEOS
MORA COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
NEEDED.
CONTEMPLATING
I
IMPROVEMENT
'

Arrangements are now pending far

a big boosting trip to be taken to

Mora! on Monday or eome later day
next week for the purpose of arousing a spirit of progressive road
.

i

WITH THE BOXERS

Champion Willie Ritchie says he

will get out of the game if he has to

postpone another fight
Manager Jim Buckley says "Gunboat" Smith must be handed $15,000
for his end of.a go with Georges

r.

Bud Anderson, who has been fighting in the lightweight division on the
Pacific coast, has entered the welter-

weight class.
Jim Coffroth, the San Francisco
promoter, has offered Eddie Murphy
a chance to meet some star light
weight in the near future.
Freddie Welsh, the English light
weight champion, says he he Is willing to meet Tommy Murphy of New
basls;
York on a winner-tatce-a'

TODAY IN CONGRESS.
,

Washington, Feb. 4. 'Senate: Met
at noon.
Glass case again up for final vote.
Samuel trnrcrmeyep testified at a
hearing ofl. f)fil to regulate stock ex'
changes.
House: Met at noon.
Immigration bill donate resumed.
Louis D. Brandeis discussed interstate trade commission powers before
the commerce committee.
Seth Low testified on trust legislation before judiciary committee.
Secretary Iaiiiels was before the
naval committee.
Secretary Wilson adversely reported plan to place doctors and nurses
aboard all immigrant ships, suggest
ing Instead international

f

A

Purity Guaranteed
under all State and National Pure
Food Laws. You can pay a
higher price, but you- cannot get
a baking powder that will raise
nicer, lighter biscuits, cakes trA
.stry, cr mat is any more .
1.1 f I
-

.

Your money back if K C fails to
please you. Try a can at cur rbk.
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Matthews, seemed 8to have a little
ginger at the opening but lost It before the end. He played around
MEMPHIS
LIGHTWEIGHT
CLEAR. O'Rourke, tout "a 'usual missed his
LY OUTCLASSES THE ST.
mark.) Sir xjllnchesv one following the
'
'''" LOUIS BOXER
other,; occurred during this round,
which; ended- with Tommy landing
O'Rourkb, the Memphis three ftiff lefts and rights to the body
Tommy
lightweight, last night defeated Pierce and a, stray; blow to Matthews' bleedMatthews ofi St. Louis In a
ing ear. The "round belonged easily
bout' at the Duncan opera house. to O'Rourke. '" ' '
O'Rourke won on a decision, Referee
Round Eight
William Cullen holding up his glove
Matthews came ' from his corner
at the end of the finaJ round, xne with' a confident look which vanished
Memphis boy had the best'of the ar- wfierr O'Rourke smashed a right to the
gument from the start. lie ledT'in St. Louis "boy's stomach. As in many
every round by a wide niargin, except of" the past rounds Matthews showed
in the first, which was his by a shade. that he was inclined to be ready to
Matthews put up as pretty' an ex- quit' and 'did practically no fighting.
hibition of stalling as has Men seen O'Rourke slipped in an uppercut in
here for some timo. He kept ap- this round which landed true and had
pealing to the referee that he was its effect on Matthews. Rushing the
being hit low. A short time later he St Louis boy to the ropes he landed
appeared to hit O'Rourke low sevJ another left which struck Matthews'
erail times. Matthews
went to his ear. The round was O'Rourke's.
knees twice during the bout. In the
Round Nine
final round he was sent spinning
O'Rourke's friends continually yellacross the ring an through the ropes ed for a knockout, but the good natur-e- d
Irishman seemed satisfied with
by O'Rourke, lb ough he was on his
ffrtt in an infant. Clearly, Matthews what he had done already. He rushed
t.dn't care to lght
Matthews to the ropes and while the
O'Rourke BuVwed sufficient class to referee was making for the corner in
dfferve the decision, but if he-- has which the boys were clinching Mat-- ,
any. real fighting stuff In him he, fag? tjiews appeared to attempt to hit low,
"lust j before the close of
editb uncork much of it last
Perhaps he was not obliged to AcTgo, O'Rourke sent a long haymaker with
but the fans were disappointed in not his left to Matthews' side, which reseeing some real classy work from sounded1 through the hall like a crack
the Memphis Irishman.
from a gun. Thia round was to the
The first preliminary was the most credit Of the Memphis lad.
event of the evening.
Round Ten
entertaining
This was a scheduled
bout
With Matthews tired and O'Rourke
between Willie Falch, the Printer's smiling the last round started. The
ended with Matthews flyDevil, and Emelio Tenorio, the West first mix-uSide Whirlwind. Falch knocked out ing across the floor, due to a shift
Tenorio in the fifth round. Tenorio from O'Rourke's right. He was on
is an oldtimer in the ring, having box- his feet quickly and showed a spurt
ed in public frequently, while FaMi of speed. Tommy missed a left to
is new to the squared circle.
the jaw, and the boys came to a clinch
Young Buran put A. Martinez out in just as the last bell tapped. Referee
the first round pf their .scheduled
Cullen raised O'Rourke's hand, while
bout. Duran Is a sclever boxer, Matthews pushed himself to the refand it looked as though Martinez, eree's side, holding up his own hand,
knocked off his feet, preferred to be evidently expecting to get a draw.
counted out rather than go on with However, Cullen nor the audience
the bout. Kid Burns refereed the pre-- , could see it that way and the fight
liminaries.
went to O'Rourke on popular decision.
The fight by rounds:

;

c

Loans Money on R.eal Estsxte

Personal txnd CollcitereJ Security
race some day, and now, he insists,
is the time. With a car of his own to
stand up under him, he things he will
finish first. It is an open secret that
he sacrificed his dirt, track career
with no other idea In mind. He felt
toward the end that iharnstorming interfered with his preparations to such
an extent that lie could not do himself
justice in the big classic. This year
he proposes to have no such handicap to contend with. Given ample time
for graining a.nd experimenting, and
thoughts of no subsequent bush campaign to worry him,, ho expects to
show them all who is the king, in real
competition. A fine scramble is carded to ensue when he starts.
Urged to hurry their decision by a
flood of applications that has been
pouring in on them like a waterfall
during the last few weeks, the entrants of the Beaver Bullet have nominated Charles F. Keen 9 and Charles
L. Robers as their pilot and relief
driver respectively. These men, be
ing both designers and builders of
the car, may be expected to get the
limit out of it Their racing inexperience, however, makes their chances
extremely problematical. In tho end
an expert of repute may have to be

CENTIPEDES

TWO

'

Of course he didn't know what we
did about the wonderful patented
machines that make the Interwoven
socks or he'd been more willing ta

'

Round Seven

H

A little over a month later our
friend came back and bought eleven
more pairs' and paid for twelve.
"
"I've worn those INTERWOVEN
socks every day and "washed them
myself every night for a whole
month and they've kept their shape
and color without a hole. Simply
marvelous for thin socks. You've
got the goods on me sure enough."

Vegas.
F. M. Lyon left this afternoon for
Albuquerque. Mr. Lyon has been a

Peoples Bank and Trust Co.
$114,000.00
capital,
Courteous Treatment Accorded All Customers

ending with O'Rourke getting ;the
best of the deal, it wag O'Rourke's
round.
,

rrs

4, 1914.

-

.

"Very well," we answered, "Try
this pair at our expense. If they
make good come back for more.
That's all we ask." . -

.

by a small margin on the opening.
He feinted for an opening and slipped Iin a weak left to O'Rourke's face. The
rest of the round was clinches, all

MATTHEWS

"Interwoven" Sock so THIN he
could read a newspaper through it,
and which we told him would out
wear any thick coarse heavy sock
he had ever had on his feet.

--

business visitor In Las, Vegas for the
last few days.
Joseph DeGraftenreld of Fort Sumner returned to this home this afternoon. Mr. DeGraftenreld has been In
Las Vegas for the past few days.
last
Mrs. Emma Kohn returned
she
has
where
Santa
Fe,
from
night
been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Harry
Jiowman, for the past several weeks.
J. A. Conley, master mechanic for
this division of the Santa Fe Railway
company, was a business visitor in
Las Vegas today from his home at
Raton.
J. P. Pratt, J. R. Hill and L. J. Hand
of Watrous came la yesterday after
noon to attend the boxing contest
held at the Duncan opera house last
tght.
Walter Bland, an employe of the
Santa Fe at the round house, left yes
terday afternoon for Chicago, where
he will visit relatives for the next two
weeks.
Max Nordhaus of the Charles Ilfeld
company, returned to Albuquerque
3ast night after having been a business visitor in Las Vegas for the past
few days.
Miss Nellie Mitchell left last night
for Olney, 111., where she will remain
for the next two weeks. Miss Mitchell is to attend-big family reunion of her family at that place.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Sharp of Chicago
"eft today for that place and expect
to return to Las Vegas in a short
time. Mr. Sharp has purchased the
'
Manzanares place about two miles
north of this citiy and expects to operate that ranch on an extensive plan.
Mrs. J. W. Crumpacker of Omaha,
Teb., .left for her home last night.
Mrs. Crumpacker has been the guest
of Judge and Mrs. W. J. Mills for the
past several weeks. During her stay
liere a number of social events were
given complimentary to Mrs. Crumpacker.
Tommy 0Rourke', the boxer who
defeated Pierce Matthews last night
at the Duncan opera house, left this
where he will
afternoon for Santa
lie for the next week. , He expects to
return to Las Vegas and if arrange
ments can be made will begin train-tap- ;
to fight Stanley Yoakum here.
J. H. Hill, special officer for the
Santa Fe Railway company, arrived in
Las Vegas lasf night from Lamy,
where he has been investigating the
recent attempt to wreck the Santa
Fe branch train. He reports that no
.rrests nave been made and practically no clew remains to work upon.

DECISION OVER

That's what one of our customers
told us when we showed him an

lias Vegas visiting his family for a
,
few dalys.
v
J. P. McNlerny of Rociada came in
Jat night for a few days' business
visit here.
C. U. Strong and Eugenio Romero
of Mora were visitors in Las Vegas
yesterday.
J. A. Riehl of Albuquerque came in
last night for a few days' business
viait in this city.
r. H. J. Hoag of Mora came in
busiyesterday evening Jor a short
ness visit in Las Vegas.
Milnor Rudulph, Jr., of Mora, came
the
in yesterday afternoon to witness
-:
"boxing contest last night
Pierce Matthews, the prize fighter,
quietly left Las Vegas early this
morning on train No. 8 for Trinidad.
P. J. Moran, a postoffioe Inspector,
came in last night from Albuquerque
for a short business vlfllt in Las

A
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One

WELLS AND BLAKE

The fight started with both boys
They
watching for an opening.
sparred around and discovered
clinch into which they entagled themselves. O'Rourke used his right In
the clinches and landed light body
blows. Following the break Matthews
landed a glancing blow to his opponent's jaw. They clinched again and
O'Rourko landed two good blows after
the break, using a stiff right and left
to Matthews' jaw and head. Matthews returned and forced a clinch,
missing a right to the jaw. O'Rourke
received a tap on the nose which
started the flood flowing during this
round. The round was even, with a
shade credited to O'Rourke.

London, Feb.' 4. The heavyweight
match between - Bombardier Wells
and Bandsman Blake was clinched today" when the two fighters deposited
the whole of the purse money with
the editor of "Sporting Life."

IN

500-MIL- E

RACE
BURMAN, SPEED KING,
TERS MACHINES IN INDIANAPOLIS EVENT

BOB

EN-

Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 4. Bob Bur-mastill the world's speed king, in
spite of many recent assaults on his
tfitle, today officiary " watered two
"Centipede" cars, backed by Horace
Thomson of Battle Creek, Mich., In
e
race on the local
the next
motdr ! speedway. Thia raises the
presents number of contestants t&'&ki
the others being two Stutz "Ghosts,"
a Gray Fox and a Beaver Bullet The
Anel, originally entered by Thomson
as No. 1, Is withdrawn, giving way to
the first "Centipede." The second
one will be called. No. 17, because of
Thomson'8 firm faith in that combination. Burman of course will drive
one of ihe cars, though no pilot has
as yet been announced for the other,
From the point of view of speed,
both machines are expected to be
among the classiest ever turned out,
either here or abroad. The "kink" Is
noted for his ability to slap Bpeed
marvels together, and the present in
stance Is expected to prove no excep
tion. In size, the fliera will be about
everything the law allows, their motors measuring 449.43 cubic lncnes,
barely a thimbleful less than the 450
limit. Bore and stroke are 5.1x5.5,
giving practically a square combus- tion chamber, which, combined with
16 overhead valves, tlie feature which
gives the cars their name, Is expected
to produce unusual space eating pro
clivities, as well as great staunchness.
It has long been Burman's conten
tion that he would win the
n,

600-mll-

secured1

after

th Baskettossera and the i

Ilighroll-er-

;

Scores for last night's games:
Dormdwellers 1,434

Jones

...

229
173

151

195
147
159

500

501

523

198

......... .158

170
155
172

153
08
133

500

498

500

142

Sella
Anderson .

..167

...

Painters
Ellis
Brown
Peterson

.

131

1,502

.144

j

Team Standing Up to Dato
Preachers
Buzzwagons

Painters
Highrollers
Baskettossera

700(5
603
5DS5

(Dormdwellers

52711

Individual averages up to date:
Hanson, 192
LeNoir, 193
Ungaro, 182; Root, 178; White, 175;;
Smith, 174
Pe.erson, 173
WTebb,
Winters, 170
Ellis, 1C7
166
Grinslade, 162; Tellier 162
DeMaraia, 152
Jones, 155
Brown, 153 3 5; Stewart, 147
Anderson,' 147
Sells, 143
Imhof, 138
Paice, 133.
1--

13-1-

4;

2--

1--

;.

2--

all.

THEY MUST EXPLAIN
n
New York, Feb. 4. Hanne3
and Abel Ktviat. the distance
runners, will appear before the registration committee of the Metropolitan association to explain how tliey
happened to run a dead; heat at the
indoor games of the Thirteenth resi- ment in time a half minute Blower
than that of which they are capable.
are expected here
Koleh-maine-

DDBUDWELLEBS

ARE

EATEN BY RIVALS
THE

PAINTERS ROLL AN
USUAL SCORE. FOR THEM
AT THE Y. M. C. A.

UN- -

The Y. M. C. A. had another of its
games of boxball last night and the
scores of the two low teams were a
surprise. The Painters rolled against
the Dormdwellers and beat them by
18 points.
The defeat was not due
to the poor rolling of the Dormdwellers but to the exceptional rolling of
the Taintcrs. The next games of the
tournament will be tonight between

500-mi-

SPRING TRAINING BEGINS
New Orleans, Feb.'. Seven players of the Cleveland American league
baseball club, in charge of Joe Birmingham, manager, and Charles Kite,
trainer, arrived here last night and
today began spring training in
for the 1914 session. Eighteen members of the Cleveland team
1

it

Tommy made the advance in the
opening and with fast short jabs rushed into a clinch. Matthews received

a jab on the nose which started the
blood flowing and later a stiff right
to the left ear which also bled profusely. The little "pep" that was displayed in this round was credited to
O'Kohtke, who showed ability td land
whenever he wished to do so. The
round was O'Rourke's by a good margin.

1

Two

...H,;'

Round Three

The hoys sparred for an opening
and clinched.; i O'Rourke seemed to
be playing for his opponent's stomach
and landed two good blows. Matthews
was bleeding profusely during this
round and seemed weak. The Memphis, lad landed several good blows
against none for Matthews. O'Rourke's
round.
Round Four

Both boys eprang from their corners with the bell and soon were in
a clinch. A few scattering blows were
landed, but were tame and the round
looked as though a parlor game was
being plafyed. O'Roume, toward the
end of the round, landed one to Mai
thews' stomach, which put the St
Louis boy to the floor for the count
of six. Upon arising he called for a
foul, but his claim did not appear
just. Referee Cullen, refused to consider his argument The round was
O'Rourke's.
Round Five
For tho thousandth time during the
fight the boys foil Into a clinch.
O'Rourke landed r.rduey
pii'x "aps
which caused Matthew to lake on a
weary. expression. Tommy landed
two fast lefts to Matthews' stomach,
both well 8.00 ve the belt, e:h!
Immediately began calling for
a foul. Tho crowd did not aiuir ;,.fe
the etall and yelled to O'li'imko to
finish it ;
Round Six

Matthews missed a right to t':o ;aw
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women's and
misses' Walkover shoes which we recently purchased at. bankrupt sale in an eastern city, and we now offer the benefit of our
buy tq the women of Las Vegas.
We have

up-to-dat-

e

and $5.00 for
Ladies Walkover shoes, regular price
-Hisses Walkover shoes, regular price $4.00 and $5.09 for
White Buck, Suede in black, brown and gray, regular price $5.03 for
Nice line of Women's high grade shoes, regular price $3.00 to $1.01) fcr
line of Misses high grade slides regular price $3.00 to $3.50 fcr
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T5he

t CARTMENT

OF THE INTERIOR
UaHed States Laud Office
Tucuiiicarl, N. M., January 22, 1914.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: That
Co State of New Mexico, under and

virtue of the act of Congress approved Juno 20. 1910, hereby makes
for the within describe 1
?i)UcatioDi
tan appropriated, unreserved, and
publio lands, for the benefit
of the University. Said lands being
situated In the County of San Miguel,
State of New Mexico, and more par- tiieularly described as follows,
SJescriptlon
Sec Twp. Rng. Mer.
of Tracts
?.:y

to-wi- t:

IN E USE '4

.

19
29
30
33

12N

12NT

12N
12N

2m N. M.
25B N.M,
25E N.M,
25B N.M.

Comprising a total area of 200 acres,
All persons wishing to protest
gainst selection by the State of New
SJexico of the tracts of land above
anentioned, must file their protests
&galnst the said selection In this of
fice on or before the twenty-sevent- h
tSay of March, 1914.
R. A. PRENTICE,
Register.
A scald, burn, or 6evere cut heals
slowly if neglected. The family that
"keeps a bottle of BALLARD'S SNOW
d
LINIMENT on hand is always
for such accidents. Price 25c,
0c and $1.00 per bottle. "Sold by Central Drug

--

Cunningham, Presideit
Frank Springer,
M.

COLUM
RATES

It has been stated that a man's
stomach Is Ma boiler, his ibody Is his
nsrlne and his mouth the fire box. Is
your boiler (stomach) In good work
ing order or is it so wean mat u wiu
sot stand a full load and not ahle toe
supply the needed energy to your
(body) ? If you have any trouble

TOR CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

-

TISEMENTS

LAS VEGAS SAVIMGS BANK
-

-

$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WM. G. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY

t

---

Vice

IX T. HOSKINS

ach trouble have been effected by
them. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
BUYING TO SAVE MONEY

Ruvine Foley's Honey and Tar Con
pound saves money because just a
few doses stops the cough and cold

and one bottle lasts a long time. It
quickly heals raw and Inflamed surthroat, harsh,
faces, stops tickling

F. O. E.

Meets first and third Tuea-daevenings each month at Wood-me- n
hall. Visiting brothers cordial,
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary,

President
President
Treasurer

1

Temple at 7:30 p. m.
Brlnegar, H. P.; F.
Blood, Secretary,
A.

East Bound
Arrive
Depart
7:20 p. m..... 7:45 p. m.

No.
No.
No.
No.

10....

x

1....

o.
o.
o.

3

2

4.

Nn
evening at
OPTIC'S NUMIER. MAIN E
their hall on Sixth Btreet. All visiting
brethren cordially Invited to attend.
J. Friedenstine, N. G.; A. T. Rogers,
V. G.: T. M. Elwood. Secretarv; TCnrl
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
WANTED
Girl for general house
Cemetery Trustee.
work. Mrs. Ike Appell, 1011 Eighth
street.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brother
Douglas
FOR RENT Cottage in desirable are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
D. W. Condon,
neighborhood, newly painted, pa' Mills, Exalted Ruler;
Secretary.
Low
rate.
electric
lights.
pered,
Phone Purple 5301.

Wanted

Backache-Rheumatis-

1H59 p. m.
p. m
2:25 a. m...,. 2:30 a. m.
1:35 p. m..... 2:00 p.
West, Bound

...11:54

8

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODfiP
4. Meets every Monday

u

Arrive

For Rent

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-

r

y

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGA8 CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular
first Monday In

rasping coughs, croup, hoarseness, sfitute. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
bronchial and la grippe coughs. O. G. Drug Store. Adv.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug btore.
Adv.
Vanish Away
Men and women having backache,
Safe for Babies, Effective for Grown- rheumatism, stiff and swollen Joints
are honestly glad to know that Foley
ups
That's Foley's Honey and Tar Com- Kidney Pills are successful every
His. That
pound. It has the confidence of your where in driving out these
you Is because Foley Kidney Pills are a
druggist, who knows it will give
satisfaction. W. W. Nessmlth, States-bor- true medicine and quickly effective in
in.
Ga., says: "I have used Foley's all diseases that result from weak,
kidneys and urinary irregular!
Honey and Tar Compound In my fami- active O:
G. Schaefer and Red Cross
ly1 and have sold it in my store and ties,
it never fails to cure." Refuse a sub- - Drug Store. Adv.

ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
W. hall, Sixth street, on the
W.,0.
furnished
comfortable,
employed,
first and third Mondays of each
room: no health seekers, Phone
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Purple 6801.
Ladies always welcome.
O. L. Fiers-man- ,
D.
President; A.
Tillman, Finan
Siaie
cier; Mrs. A, V. Morrow, Local deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
1011 Sixth street,
FOR SALE Two good cottages, 50 Assistant Deputy,
N. M.
Las
East
Vegas,
feet front, excellent location, both
rented. A good investment. Act
quick. Cutler Brothers, 614 Lincoln L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an
fourth Thursday
evening eacl
avenue. Telephone Main 124.
month at W. O. W. hall.
Visiting
FOR SALE Bronze turkeys at popu- brothers cordially invited. Howard 1
lar prices. Phone Purplg 5C21. Davis, Dictator; P. A. Lim Secreury
Jose A. Baca.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54'
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first Tue
FOR SALE Horse, huggy and har day of the month In the vestry roomi
ness. Cheap if taken at once. Ad of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock i
m. Visiting brothers are cordially ii
dress S., care of Optic.
vited. Isaac Appel, President;
Secretary.

7....
9....
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ATTOK-NEI-
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HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hank
Aitorneyi-at-La-

uas Vesas,

New Mexie

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay ,us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

Dental work of any description
moderate prices
loom 1, Center Block, Tel Main IS'
East Las Vaeas, New Mexico
JONES-BOWER-

23
E. A.

,.!.t
Sportsman

The National
The "Woman's Home Companion
McClures

!

CO

r

t
iAi
ror luui
t

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you usz
EMPRESS
FLOUR
It 's giving you
a, present for

I

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment. Facial Massage, Manl-- '

$100 REWARD, $100

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Ca
tarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal
ly. acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, there
by destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitu
tion and assisting nature In doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer, One Hundred Dollars for any
ease ttiat it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To

I

ledo, Ohio.
Sold by all drugrdsts, 75o,

Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv.
The Best Cough Medicine
"I have used Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy ever siuco I have been keep
ing bourns," says L. C HameB, of Mar-burAla. "I consider it one of the
best remedies I ever used. My children have all taken it and it works
ike a charm. For colds and whoop
Ing couch it is excellent." For sale
I
by all dealers. Adv.,
I

OF COLUMBUS, COUN
KNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
urth Thursday In O. R. C. hall
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne.
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

do-

ing something
you 'd do hfly
way when you
leam how Much
Better EMPRESS

FLOUR realh

is.

by GER-

Made

MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON -- 1 IT'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' 6 A A
STANDARD
S ILVER

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherl
Love at Woodmen ol the World hal
on the second and fourth Mondays o
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewar
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Cleric; Z. V
Vlsltin
Local Deputy.
Montague,
members are especially welcorae a
cordially Invited.

FRENCH-GRE-

Y

(STER-

LING) FINISH

'

Years Practical Experience.
W W. BOWERS
JONES

cure, Chiropody.
Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

One
n

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

p. m
a. m.
p. m.
p. m.

1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

a. m
p. m.....
p. m

Chart-Greencla-

H

Depart

p. m

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

Fcr

SUBSCRIBE

-

rotten. Secretary.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cente per line each Insertion.
KNIGHT3 TEMPLAR Reg- Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
ilar conclave rssL.i Tus
No ad to occupy lets space than two
day in each mentk at Ma
All advertisements
line
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words. corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

Interest Pa.id On Deposits

Gas in the stomach or bowels Is a
disagreeable symptom of a torpid with your etomach Chamberlain's Tao--liver. To get rid of It quickly take lets will do you gooa. mey sireuBiuHERBINE. It is a marvelous liver en and invigorate tne stomacn anu
stimulant and bowel purifier. Price enable It to do its work naturally.
SOc. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv. Many very remarkable cures 01 stom-

il

ii

VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

CAPITAL GTOQSi

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
NO.BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular, comMonday night SI
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas1 avenne M
third Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members ara
each month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Presj
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Bubler, Secretary: O &
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.
CHAPMAN

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.,
E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.

'

f

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

SJtX

dv.

How Is Your Boiler?

CAFE

AND

ii

74VS3Vv
J.

THB3

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

:

fr-

pre-par6-

Co.-A-

She OPTIC

SURPLUS
CAPITAL PAID IN
1100,000.00

LOBBY

EMPRESS
can be ob
tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
20o

lbs., or More, Each Del very
lbs, to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
lb., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
SO Ibt, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 60 lbs Each Delivery

2,000
1,000
200

per

1Ci

Sit

lb.

25c per 18

.i....30c
40o

per
per

109

Mo

Pr

1M

lie

lit lb.
,fc

AGUA PUEA COMPANY
tM

Harvesters, Btorera, and Distributors of Natmral Ice, the Portly
Famous.
Lasting Qualitlea of Which Have Made Laa Vegs
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
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SLAVERY

BIG

EVENT

HER PREMONITION

HIS

OF DEATH

OPTIC, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY
MESSAGES

GIVEN

4, 1914.

BACK
'

Brevat
Circumstances That Led Prominent And Hubby, AstonishedHow Their
That
ity, Wondered
Woman to Live Ever in Fear of
Should Be.
Impending Disaster.
A busy Englteh merchant was about
Butch Celebrate Recall of the
A most touching account of the
Could we draw the curtain which
to leave his home in Brixton for a trip
which
trouble
of
coming
n House of Orange. .
conceals the life of prehistoric people, premonition
"
his
knowshe experienced before the tragic on the continent, toandletter wife,
we should see that the servant probreaversion
his
writing,
ing
was
lem is as old as the human race. In drowning of her children at Paris,
minded him gently of the fact v
the
Isadora
Duncan,
dancer,
by
extremes
for
were
given
if
it
possible
Completes First Century of Liberation deed,
"Now, John,, you must be eyes and
s
and denizens of whose poetic interpretations charmed
to meet,
From Domination by Napoleon-Holl- and
ears
for us at home and drop us an
two
continents.
of
would the people
twentieth century
Now One of Centers
occasional
post card telling us anyacTwo months before the unhappy
doubtless converse sympathetically on
Don't forget, will
of European Civilization.
con- thing of interest.
was
woman
bereaved
the
existnever-endincident,
Its
this
problem.
dear?"
you,
of
visions
with
haunted
of
to
tinuously
the universal desire
ence is due
The husband promised. The next
Paris. Last summer the Dutch Com- man to use the strength of others for death. Consulting her physician, she
his wife received a postal
mortiing
liberathe
first
of
their
was
century
pleted
"suffering
bis own profit and pleasure an un was assured that she
I reached- - Dover
tion from the France of Napoleon. changeable trait of human nature.
from nerves." .When playing in Rus- card: "Dear wife,
aff."
Yours
all
right
so strong was
jAfter the Battle of Leipzig, In 1813,
During the colonial period of our sia shortly afterward,
Though somewhat disappointed, she
In which Napoleon was defeated, the
service was performed in the her conviction, one night, that her thought her husband must have been
history,
own death was imminent, that she left
(French were driven out of Holland main
by two classes the negro slave
pressed for time. Two days later,
nd the House' of Orange once more and the indentured white
servant, a letter containing her "last words"
another card arrived, with the
recalled to power. In November of writes Prof. Marcus W. Jernegan in on her dressing table, before going
announcement: "Here I am
Btartling
son
on
one
of
onto
the
the
Orange,
(that year
night
stage. Again
prince
Harper's Magazine. The white serv
in
Paris.
Yours ever." And still later:
to
hear
seemed
lof William V, returned from .England
Chopin's "I am indeed in Paris. Yours."
a semi-slavwas more important the train she
ant,
the
and was proclaimed William I. of
in the seventh
than even the Funeral March all night long. At the
Then the wife decided to have a litIt la the, centenary oi negro slave, In century
(Netherlands.
to both num- same time she seemed to see a vision
respect
fun and seized her pen and wrote:
this historic event that was commem- bers and economic significance. Per- which produced so vivid an impression tle
"Dear
husband, the children and I are
enof
next
on
manifestations
with
the stage
evening,
the most pressing of the early that
Sirated
haps
Yours."
at
Brixton.
and
the little country of dikes
needs of the colonists was for a cer- tirely without rehearsal, she reproA few days later she wrote again:
audiin
her
it
duced
idunes, says the American Review of tain and
motion,
reducing
adequate supply of labor. It
"We are still in Brixton." :
Reviews.
was the white servants who supplied ence to tears. "All through my perIn her last communlctalon she grew
twenMiss
the
of
felt
"I
Duncan
Since the beginning
says:
demand and made possible a rap- - formance,"
more
enthusiastic. "Dear husband,
tieth century Holland has come to be this
to
as though I were marching
my
Id economic
Brixton. I repeat It,
particularly
after- herd we are in
and
jooked upon by the world chiefly as of the middledevelopment,
wind,
an,
icy
through
grave
and southern colonies.
we art in Brixton. P. S. We are
jthe home of that splendid lnternation-ja- In 1683 there were 12,000 of these ward with a melody of resurrection, a sir,
was not earthly." indeed."
tribunal at The Hague by the
s
In Virginia, composing sort of ecstacy that
In due time her husband reached
civilized
of
powers
The Tery day
the terrible accigreement of all the
of the population,
about
home,
fearing that his poor wife had
disof
the mother had packed her little
f the world for the settlement
s
of the immi- dent,
hasThe first while nearly
who had accompanied her with temporarily lost her senses, and
ones,
putes between nations.
tened to ask the meaning of her
grants to Pennsylvania during the their nurse to Paris, for a little
world peace conference was held in
outing,
eighteenth, century were white serv- where their lodgings were, as she was strange messages. With a winning
(the Dutch capital in 1899 and the sec-i- ants.
him hie own three
made
other
greatcolony
Every
the rest of the smile she handed
1907. When the beloved Queen
er or less use of them, and it is likely to remain in Paris for
she play- postal cards.
and in saying good-by- e
Ilhelmina, at the age of eighteen, that more than half a million
day;
persons
ascended to the throne of her fathers, were of this class during the colonial fully kissed the lips of one of her
franchise
Dutch
children through the glass. Contact LIVES IN DEADLY WEAPON
In 1898, the reform of
period.
with the cold pane struck a chill to
paws had begun. Electoral reform has
the mother's heart and a strange fore- Inventor Will Long Bs Remembered
been one of the mooted questions in
as Originator of Famous
(Dutch parliamentary procedure ever WASTING TIME OVER DETAILS boding overcame her as the motor
whizzed out of sight. A few minutes
klnce. One of the most- Important
Gatling Gun.
bieces of legislation passed by the Writer Points Out Mistake Made by later the children were hurled from
the overturned car into the Seine.
states general during recent years
The first of those terrible engines ol
Many Men Who Occupy Executive
warfare known as the Catling gun
(was a law (in J903) making railroad
Positions.
(strikes illegal. Other questions of
DEATH'S MOST ACTIVE AGENT was Invented in 1862 by Richard Jordan Gatling, who was born in North
coast defence, colonies and a new cusMany a man in, a high executive potoms tariff have engaged public afc sition impairs his efficiency by trying
Carolina. Gatling, the son of a rich
Hard
Never
Work, Responsible
Itentlon during recent years.
to do work that a low priced subordi- Worry,
planter, waa well educated, and early
Hufor the Decimation of the
devoted himself to scientific work and
One of the most appealing and im- nate could accomplish just as well.
man Races.
mechanical experiments. Hie first deportant events of Dutch history since "Some managers are proud of calling
vice was a screw propeller for steamthemselves masters of details when
men
women
of
and
hear
,We
daily
ships, on which, on applying for a patreally the details have nearly mas- who are
to
themselves
"working
ent, he found himself anticipated by
tered them," says a writer in System.
death." But work is as surely the Ericsson. Next he contrived
a ma"I remember the treasurer of a bank friend of man as
worry is his deadnote company, who was forever un- liest foe. Unless carking care and chine for planting rice, wheat and other grain in drills, which proved high-ldertaking to show his clerks how much sickening foreboding are blent with
successful. Having used his invenK
better he could do, their work than labor, work never kills. Yet worry
tive
genius in euch a manner as to asof
One
could.
the
they
day
president
Its tens and hundreds of thou- sist in
slays
feeding and preserving humanthe concern took him bythe shoulders, sands every year.
he next set about the task of conity,
backed him into his ' private office,
live
to
The person who wishes
long triving a machine for 'killing his fel
rolled an armchair to the window, and and
beneficently should cultivate the
There were crude rapid fire
said solemnly: 'Your business here in desire to see others as comfortable lows.
in
use when Gatling turned his
guns
office hours is to sit in that chair and as he wishes to be himself. Ha must
think. That is what you are paid for not regret that others are better off attention to the subject, but they were
of little practical value. The Gatling
so do it!'
in what makes living pleasant.
gun, soon led to a revolutionizing of
de"He had the right experience of
Here is, a fact that some
and until his death the inartillery,
tail, but instead of using it to propel philanthropists never learn: there ventor devoted his time almost exclu
his train of thought he kept it running lives not the human creature who is
to perfecting and manufacturing v.
back and form over us own little, lim- wholly uninteresting. Be on the alert slvely
formidable weapon, which has mm
that
ited track, and his activity didn't $et to espy something in thosa whom you been
adopted by all the armies of the
him anywhere."
meet that will commend them to youi world. Tens of thousands of graves
regard. Listlessness and the capacity now attest to the deadly accuracy ol
for being bored bring more old people the slaying machine invented by Gat
Baboon on the Rampage.
A baboon which escaped from a to the grave than disease or actual ling.
show at Dudley, Worcester, England, sorrow. If you have no other "job" in
attacked three people in the main life, make one by forcing yourself to
Austrian Cooking Fat.
street of the town on a recent night, be interested in the welfare of your
Lard is very expensive in Austria
and in the subsequent chase scaled associates. Youth's Companion.
especially at Carlsbad, consequently it
walls and reached the roofs of houses,
is regarded somewhat as a luxury. At
i
where It had to be shot. The animal
a substitue a preparation known at
Midnight Inspirations.
j
had been conveyed on the day of the
Many eminent men have done some "spelsfett," or cooking fat, Is used. It
escape from the barracks at Lichfield, of their most famous work in bed. In Is sold under the name of "ceres," anc
the soldiers there parting with their deed, no small part of the world's lit It Is said that its principal ingredient
regimental pet, which had traveled erary treasures have been produced is palm oil. This substance is pre
Harlem.
Historic
of
Gateway
j.
At the between the sheets by physically in
with them from Gibraltar.
pared In the towns of Bodenbach and
the beginning of the century was the show it waa chained to the wall, Jmt dolent although mentally active1 men Aussig and sells for 145 crowns foi
100 kilos ($13.40 for 100
marriage of Wilhelmina to Prince during the evening wrenched itself of genius.
pounds) it
In free, and knocking an attendant down,
"Wreck of the Hes large quantities, or 1.6 crowns a kilc
Henry of Mecklenburg-Schwerin- .
Longfellow's
filled
was
niBhed
which
the
into
street,
1909 the birth of their first child, the
perus came to him as be was sitting (14 cents a pound) in small quanti
little Princess Juliana, was received with people. A boy was severely bit- by his fireside on the night after 8 ties in Carsbad. It is put up In cakef
with great popular rejoicing.. The ten on the leg, and had to be taken violent storm. He went to bed, but weighing
f
kilo (1.1 pounds)
Dutch feel that there is less to feai to the hospital, and a woman and a could not sleep; the Hesperus would and is sold without a container. It
in the menace of German absorption girl received lesser injuries. The ani- nt be denied, and as he lay the verses appearance it is much like cottolene
always a great bugbear to the Neth- mal, after being followed by an excit- flowed on without let or hindranct Palm oil, owing to a treaty with Ger
,
erlanders now that they have an heir ed crowd, reached the roof of a house, until the poem was completed.
man;-- enters Austria under very mud
(to the throne. Holland is one of the and although it eagerly devoured the
Wordsworth used to go to bed aft more favorable conditions than cotton
icenters of European civilization and fruit that was thrown, it showed fight er his morning walk, and, while break seed oil, the duty on the former being
progress, and it cannot fail to be ol when its capture was attempted.
fasting there, dictate the lines he had 2.5 crowns for 10 kilos, while the dut)
on the latter ia 40 crowns.
igreat interest and profit to traveling
composed while walking.
Americans this year to see this very
)
Most Beautiful Thing.
One at least of Rossini's operas
anodern little kingdom as it really is
A newspaper recently invited its was composed
in bed. Manchestei '
He Had Heard It
(There Is probably no country of Eu readers to state in a few words what Evening News.
was during the lunch hour anc
It
about
tourist
In
of
the
track
the
most
beautiful
rope
they considered the
four genial business men were sit
(which there is so much misapprehenthing in the world.
Real Gratitude.
at a table. Outside the air waf
ting
sion as Holland.
The first prize was awarded to the
When Blaine was a young lawyei soft and balmy, and everything ir
Thanks to the genial Washington sender of the answer: "The eyes of
and cases were few, he was asked tc nature was a sweet allurement tt
llrving, who in his Knickerbocker my mother."
;
defend a
tramp ao buy a railroad ticket and beat it foi
New
creator
was
the
York,
IHistory of
"The dream of that which we know cused of
a watch. He plead the woods. "It is In my system," re
stealing
!of the stage Dutchman, there has been to be impossible," suggested an imag
ed with all the ardor at his command
marked one of the party, reflectively
ia general impression abvoad of
inative person, and this brought hfrn drawing so pathetic a picture with glancing through the open window
as" a rather antiquated country,
second prize.
such convincing energy that at the "There is nothing so appealing as the
But the most amusing thing was close of his argument the court was it, call of the wild." "It may strike you
(peopled by a lot of stout folk who
rwear baggy trousers and wooden that which read: "The most beauti tears and even the
tramp wept The that way, old fellow," responded an
mhoes. Many of us, however, have to ful thing in the world is to see a
a few mlnuteB and re other, with a faint smile. "But right
deliberated
jury
mother-in-lailearn and a great many more to be man
his
carrying
turned the verdict "not .guilty." Thet here I beg the privilege of casting a
ireminded of the fact that so well has across a dangerous river without mak the
tramp drew himself up, tears dissenting vote." "You don't know
ithe little Dutch nation managed its ing any attempt to drop her in."
down his face as he looked what,, you are talking about, Jim!
streaming
taffairs that in addition to.taking care
at the future "plumed knight" and emphatically declared the first. "Die
of its home government it holds the Religious Feeling in Railway Guide, said: "Sir, I have never heard so grand you ever hear the call of the wild?'
ireins over a vast empire of 25,000,000
"Yes," replied Jim, with something
Although the provision "D. V." has a plea. I have not cried before since
lOrientals, and at; the same time keeps never
was a child. I have no money with akin to a sigh, "from the head of the
on railway time tables.
abreast of the commercial, industrial, a close figured
examination of Bradshaw re which to reward you, but (drawing s stairs the other night, when I didn'i
educational and artistic world of civil- veals a trace of strong religious feel package from the depths of his ragged
got homo till two o'clock in the morn
ization,
ing. On the cover the months are.re- - clothes), here's the watch; take it and ing.
welcome,"
Pittsburgh Chronicle Tel
'
ferred to by their numerals "1st mo,
Mother of Ten Walks 1,508 Miles.
mo."
"2nd
for
for
graph.
February
January,
Marie
Chinese Canals Greatest.
Minn. Mrs.
Minneapolis,
and so on.
China
has led the world in the mat
(Chandler of Middletown, N. Y., mothei
Bradshaw as a Quaker objected to
New York.
ter
of canal making, and to this day
(of ten children, three of whom accom
Underground
New York's underground population
walk taking the names of the months from
stands first among the nations for tie
jpanled her, finished a 1,500-milMid heathen emperors and deities, and this Is sufficient id make a city of considIn
skillful utilization of her inland waterFriends
We, winning $1,000.
prejudice has been perpetuated since erable proportions, for according tc ways. One great canal maintains com'idletown agreed to rebuild Mrs.
seventhe first issue of the time table
the best obtainable statistics about munication between Peking and Can
burned house providing she ty-two
years ago. From the London "0,000 persons in New York City spend ton. a distance of 1,200 miles, and the
iniade the trip from New York in 6
Standard.
their entire working hours beneath total extent of the canals Of China i
'days. She spent C3 days on the road Evening
the surface of the earth. These fig over 5,000 miles. Russia owns the long
British Trolley Lines.
ures include employes onsystems oi est canal in tiie woilJ, extending from
First Recall Election Against Woman,
to the Chinese frontier,
1912 the 'trolley lines of Great
In
elec
Cal.
recall
first
The
Hanford,
subways now In operation, and the St. Petersburg
mik-a4,472
more
of
thau
carried
and also the
3,000,000,0(10
Britain
a
distance
crew
is
'wondcrlu
tion 'against a woman in Cadlfornia
large
driving that
1AU miles,
being directed e gainst Mrs. N. E. Da- passengers. ..This traffic was carried aqueduct throughout the Island of second longest, covering
Manhattan and over into Long Island between Aslrachan and SI. IVtcTsburs
'vuiBoii, superintendent of schools w on 2,642 miles of track and in loss
King county. Thomas Rossman. once than 13.000 cars. Significant also is to sarry the waters that are being As regards numbers of separate cauaSs
a principal in the Hanford schools the fact that whereas in 1900 there brought down by siphon from the Cats-kil- tlollusd claims' precedence, but hei
started the recall against Mrs. David were 37,000 horses employed in haulmountains. .Thousands are aIo: total mileage of ioUnd waterways is
culy 930 mil'.
on, after his certificate had been re? ing street cars, In 1312 ther v:;3 onlj employed at other work.
Tolled. v
l,50a

More Than Half a Million Whites
Were Held In Bondage During
That Period.
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PROGRAM TONIGHT
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Light automobile lamps at 6:01
this evening.
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TOWN'S REFORMATION"
Kaybee, drama.
"BEAUTY IN THE SEA SHELL" Thanhouser, drama.
"AN ORPHAN'S ROMANCE" Thanho user, drama.
VAUDEVILLE TONIGHT

"A fcOW

Adv.
Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Bye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

-F" f a

P"9

BRIDGE STREET

Regular dance at F. B. hall tonight

Ford Talks
When you think Automobile, think Ford.

Afternoon and evening gowns. $10
and up. Mrs. Davis, 414 Columbia.

The second of the series of dances
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
at Hotel Romaine, Friday night.
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
Music by the full Slmison orchestra, 'be week, ending January 31, 191:
The West side hoard of education six pieces. Adv.
Miss Lucia Baca (2); Mrs.'F. H. Bar- will hold its regular monthly meeting
wise; Mr. A. A. Cochran; Mrs. Lu- .'
tonight
The marriage of Ernesto Martinez cianita R. de Castro; W. W. Craig?
.
f
and Miss Fabiola Montano occurred Mr. F. L. Davenport; Mr. Tommle
Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged Monday
morning at the parish church Fowler; Santa Barbara Hospital; M.
in wood. Direct from the distillery to at
Chaperlto. Following the cere- Jones; Miss Cruz Garcia; Mr. Jesse
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. mony the bridal
party went to 'the Harris; Mrs. O. Hays; Miss Bobbie
home of Mr. and Mrs. Apolonio; A. Martella; Mrs. Angeline Mason; Miss
The entire cast of the Elks' min- Sena at Park
Springs, where a wed- Mahle Moore; Miss Melvina Rhodes;
strel show is requested to he at the
held. In the even-i- Miss Rose Sandoval; Senor Don
was
reception
ding
lodge rooms for rehearsal at 8 o'clock
a dance was given In honor of the
Salazar; Mrs. Eloisa S. Tru
tonight
newly married couple. The reception jillo; Miss Tori via Vigil; Mr. Leo W
and dance were attended by fully 300 Waldman.
A marriage license was Issued yesWhen calling for the above letters
people from Las Vegas, San Miguel
terday afternoon at the court house and Gadalupe counties. Mrs. Martinez please ask for "Advertised Letters."
to Alejandro Mensor, aged 22, and is a
F O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jose
Tomasita Gonzales, aged 20. Both are Gabriel Montano. She Is a sister of
residents of Canon Largo.
Mrs. Apolonio A, Sena.
Her father
at one time was sheriff of San Mi- FIRST ELITE DANCE
While roller skating near her home
guel county and is well known all
on Grand avenue last night about 8 over this
part of the state. The
o'clock. Miss Helen Kline fell on the groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
TO OCCUR TONIGHT
pavement and suffered a broken Salome Martinez of Pintada, Guadawrlsi. The break la quite a serious
lupe county. His father is a wealthy
one.
BY
sheep man and rancher. Among the SNAPPY MUSIC IS PROMISED
.
L
THE MANAGER Oft THE VEN-,(- .:
Las Vegas people who attended the
Due the fact that several of the
TURE, C. J. FUHST.
wedding were Mr. and Mrs. Secundino
members of the state asylum hoard Romero, Miss
Bernard,
Marguerite
were unable to he present at ' the Lorenzo
Tonight at the armory will occur
Delgado, Chester
Hunker,
the first of a series of Elite dances
regular meeting, which was to have Fidel Ortiz and Roman Gallegos.
been held yesterday, the meeting has
which will be strictly invitational afbeen postponed until Saturday.
fairs. The affair this evening will
DOGS ARE TAKEN begin at 9 o'clock and dancing will
Mrs. F. D. Mares daughter of Mr.
continue until the dancers have satisand Mrs. Antonio Madrid, died yesfied themselves.
TO THE CITY
C. J. Fuhst, who has taken charge
terday afternoon at her home on the
West side after a short illness. The
of the dances and originated the Idea,
funeral was held this afternoon. Buris certain that the balle this evening
ial occurred in the West side Pres- EFFORT IS BEING MADE TO RID will be a success. He has received
THE CITY OF WORTHLESS
answers from the society folk of the
byterian cemetery.
CANINES
city favorably commenting on the
B. T. Plowman, district managur for
dances and assuring him
The work of ridding the city of proposed
the Harvey houses, has been seriousthat he will be supported in his venat
worthless dogs is being continued
ture.
ly ill at El Paso, Texas, for the past
week. He will be brought to Las Ve- a rapid pace by OHicer Jess HunsaMr. Fuhst .assures all those invited
ker and his gang of dog catchers. The
gas Saturday or Sunday. Mr. Plowthat the music this evening will be
man was taken ill With an attack of business and residential districts of lively; not ttfie slow, draggy, dead
the city are being visited, daily and kind.
neuritis at El Paso. '
He says he realizes that Las
are
all dogs without license tags
want fast music, the kind
Vegans
Salvador Parson, whp resides at caught and taken to the city pound. with a snap to it. The best class of
After the dogs have been in the pound music will
he played.
Trujillo, this morning applied at the
court house for $4 as 'bounty upon a for 48 hours and are still unclaimed,
the dance will be well
Undoubtedly
are disposed of. City Clerk
coyote and a wild cat, killed by him they
attended and heartily enjoyed.
Charles Tamme has issued a gwodly
recently near his home. Trinidad
of licenses since the campaign
number
a resident of Sanchez, applied
began, and expects a bigger business.
for $2 as bounty upon a coyote.
Getting rid of worthless canines has BOBBER STEALS HORSE
a necessity for some time. As a
been
Word was received in Las Vegas
rule when dogs get too nugeneral
FROM ORUHN'S STABLE
todaly from San Francisco of the death
of Miss Rosy Ehrman in that city a merous in the city the residents begin
week ago today. Miss Ehrman was setting out poison and as a result the
well known in Ias Vegas and was good dogs are killed while the curs ANIMAL RETURNS THIS AFTERlive on. With the method employed
NOON, AFTER HAVING BEEN
employed at a number of private resiRIDDEN HARD
dences during the time she lived by the city in the disposition of "tha
canines this danger is eliminated and
here.
all dogs of value are protected, whereSome time early this morning a
as those of no value and a nuisanca horse and saddle were stolen from
5
o'clock
about
Yesterday morning
the Ben Bruhn livery stable, on
a fire originated at the yard of the to the community are disposed of.
Owners of dogs, if they miss the an- Twelfth street between Douglas and
Home Lumber and Mill company at
to find them in the National avenues. While the sheriff's
Raton, causing the entire destruction imals, may expect
pound.
office and the city police were sendof that establishment and also the
house
a.
of
ing telegrams broadcast over northlarge boarding
burning
ern New vMexico to warn the officers
close to the yard. The cause of the
LIBRARY HAS A
In other, icities to be on the lookout
fire Is unknown.
for the animal, the horse came back.
The board of trustees of the town
LIST OFJPFRIODICALS It walked into the Bruhn stable shortof Las Vegas will hold its regular
ly after noon today, still1 saddled.
The horse formerly was the propmeeting tonight. The trustees will
consider business relating to the pav CURRENT READING IN PLfcNTY erty of Secundino Romero. The
Is "Dick" and his color is
PROVIDED BY PUBLIC;
.
ing of Bridge street. They alau will
Vhi'te.
arrangements fof ifumtw INSTITUTION
S'tHkh' preliminary
"occur
The Bruhn barn was entered
election, which-wilin April.
The monthly report of the Carnegie through the fronts lpor, the thief
public library has oeen submitted breaking a bar that held the door fast.
Announcement has been made that by Miss Elizabeth Cooley, the librae A yellow saddle, which, hung near the
a bridle,
Mrs. Charles Kofrn will resume charge fan. It is as follows: The number of horse, with, a blanke-pnMontefiore books in the library on January 1 was composed the renjuufatr f the haul.
of the choir 'at Temple
The case Is prOvrfg to be a mystery
and will officiate 'In that capacity next 8,317; the; number added by;'gift and
Friday night at the Regular services. purchase was 85, niaaing a total of to the officers; Up to the present
time) no other robberies have occurred
Mrs.. Kohn formerly had charge of 8,402 on February 1. The number
this choir for many years, but remagazines in the library dur- and this eliminates the supposition
signed several months ago to go to ing the month was 12, the number that the robbery was committed by
to re- of weekly periodicals five and the somebody who was In a hurry to get
Albuquerque. She has decided
'
main in Las Vegas.
number of daily papers five. During out of the city without detection. The
the month the readers of the library animal ehowed traces of having been
The prophecy of the ground hog to increased and the attendance at the ridden hard'.
the effect that Las Vegas is in for six building also increased.
weeks of disagreeable weather eviThe following is a list of the magaNOTICE TO STOCKHOLDERS
dently was incorrect, judging from zines and papers in the library: Cosannual meeting of the stockThe
A
Scrib-ner'the weather of the past few days.
mopolitan, Munsey's, Travel,
holders of the Mutual Building and
visited
who
Las
Chicago,
tourist from
American, Ann-deaBoy, Cur- Loan Association of Las
Vegas for
Vegas yesterday on his way to Cali- rent Opinion, McClure's, Ladles Home the election of three directors and
Is
the
this
first
city
fornia stated that
Journal, Christian .Science Journal, the transaction of other business will
enSpirit of Missions, Extension,. Satur- be held at the office of the associaplace that ho has visited on the
tire trip from Chicago that can boast day Evening post, Christian Science
tion on Wednesday, February 11, 1914,
of really good weather.
Sentinel, America, Revista Catolica,
8 o'clock p. m.
at
Kansas City Journal, The Optic, AlbuJOHN SHANK, Sec'y.
F.
B.
re
Howden,
Reverend
querque Mornitig Journal,
Christian
Right
cpntly consecrated bishop of New Science Monitor and the Kansas City
Mexico for the Episcopal denomina- Star. This list shows the quality of
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
tion, passed through Las Vegas this the current reading material at the
Notice is hereby given that the tax
cfternoon on his way to Albuquer- library, and the report is that all are roll for A. D. 1913 has been received
que. Bishop Howden is from Georgein the treasurer's office. The first
thoroughly read. ...
A number of valuable hooks were half of the 1913 taxes is now due and
town, Md. He will visit Albuquerque, Santa Fe and El Paso arid later donated to the library by Gross, Kelly will become delinquent on February
return to Las Vegas for a visit nere. and Company, Mrs. John Robbing, 1C, subject to a penalty of 1 pe cent
fie will be tendered a reception upon the Christian Science Society of New per month.
EUGENIO ROMERO,
his visit in this city. The bishop has Mexico, Mrs. Landcaster, Mrs. Emme't
Treasurer and Collector.
not announced hi which .city he will Kobeh. and Mrs. McAllister, to whom
make hia
the library is Indebted.
Subscribe for The Optic.

Why?

Adv.

WE HAVE THEM
FOR. MEDIUM SIZE
30c FOR. A LARGE SIZE
15c
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GLAlIETS

Because over half the cais made are Fords.

think that Ford could sell his machines if they
did not stand up?

Do you

Do you think Ford could sell

his machines if he was
handing his customers lemons?; M)
t
NO! He has built up his business mainly
through the
help of enthusiastic and satisfied customers.
REMEMBER

THE PRICE. $615.00, F. 0.B. Las Vegas.
Call up Vegas 424, and let us send a man around with
a machine and show you.
Remember also that we are sole agents for Firestone
Tires. More miles per dollar than any tire made.
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Did you ever think of that?

LAS YEGAS FOSfl SALES CO.

,

t Jefferson Reynolds, President
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallct Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
--

i

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll
prices.
--

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

to be
Every W omen Isa Proud
It is a
baker.
good
t

(

,

a

,

na-

tural instinct. And every
woman can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.

PURE QUILL
or OUR. PRIDE

oe Las Vegas Roller Mills
At

the Dome of tlie Best of Everything Eatable
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INTERPRETS THE COLORED
POET'S WORKS IN
MASTERLY

MANNER

Word comes from various parts of
Dixie Quintette
can be classed among the best entertainers in the country. There is so
j( i fi it t1 e oc in ng concert; under
ti
pif - cf tie Y. M. C. A., will
t musical enlertaisi- 1 i i
( f t' f

lha country that the
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Dunbar's works. John Turner, the
hass.singer, in his rendition of "Old
Black Joe," will be himself well worth
an evening's entertamment The other
members of the company are of equal
standing and the people of Las Vegas
and the j.atrons of the Y. M. C. A.
can make no mistake in planning on
hearing the Dixies. One of the best
features of their entertainment is a
reproduction of an old time colored
religions service, rendered "In that
southern style as only the negroes
themselves can give it.
The seats will be placed on sale at
the Y. M. C. A. Saturday, February G.
The show occurs at the Duncan opera
hotiso 'dn February 9.

,

Subscribe for The Optic,

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department
are prepared
,

of Banking we
to give the best of service

Interest Paid on

Times

Deposits

Lo-bat-

III

n

--

'

bead-iunrters-

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Mjchelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

n

ALL WORK DONE

AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

:

L'AHO-Vir-

Bi'

l'

MASON

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLtSE

AND RETAIL
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If it may be termed a science
-

include

The

Science of
Selling
Farms

must

a means of presenting the

proposition to the greatest number
To reach this
of prospective buyers.
class in the southwest usa the
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